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VaJicialisiii At Colby- y
by Lisa Hallee

An average of $50 per student is
spent annually on one particular activity
Y
in which few, participate and-fro m which,
none gain-vandalism. We are all well aware
of the 3245 increase in next year's tuition
bill; however, most students are not aware of their own direct input into that increase.
According to college officials , an annual
average of $65,000 iri physical damage is
done to buildings and furnishings, and an
additional $15,000 worth of books', periodicals, etc, aire stolen from the library. This
amounts .to an average of $80,000 yearly
being paid directly by theapproximately
160O Colby students. This average only .
includes unaccountable damages, those
damages for which no individual students
can be held responsibleY iY; "\
Y' y
'
Y; :The $80,000 spent brrthe activities of Y
just a few students is apprdarriately' equal
to the entire annual Stu-A budget;;Nearly all
campus activities are sponsored by Stu-A
for'trie, benefit of all Golby'students. W'heri
told how much money was spent on damagesone Colby^biiian stated, "I think students A
are subcbnscipusly awarejthat the problem Y
:
existSi but aire uriaware'bf ^ the rhagriitude
;Y ; '
Y
'
,y
."
bf tiie probleina:" ^Yy
^
Y One ' recent .episode of . student vandalism
took place last weekend in the back hall o f .
the basement flbortof Dana. Ceiling tiles
and light fixtures were torn-down,and an •
estimated $1,000 worth of damage was done.
Silice no students were caught actually com• mittihg[ the act; all students will pay for the :
repairs. Buildings and Grounds receives a
:
budgetary allptmerit for repairs on campus.
. Cbrisidenng that the chief source of income
,fqr the college budget is tuition, this allotment
Y
fof repairs lianslates into a payment by

every student for these kinds of vandalous
.
¦
acts.

,.; ¦:, .. '

¦'" • YyY . Y

Admittedly, these acts of vandalism are
performed by a small minority of Colby students. However, indirectly a far greater number of students participate; they condone
the actions of the few.
For example, two very large sofas were
recently removed , from the lounge on the
second floor of Roberts Union. While the ,
number of persons who actually participated
in the "borrowing," i.e. theft , of this property is.probably small, the chances that
this action could have taken place without
observation bv other persons are slim indeed; One could hardly fit these sofas into
; .Y . ' .' .
. one's coat pocket. '
The replacement of these custommade pieces of furniture is an important consideration in the evaluation of the actual
damage caused by then: theft; however, it
is not the only consideration. What- about
, the inconvenience suffered by student groups
' wishing,to'use the-lounge and , finding it in' sufficiently furnished? The-RobertS;Union
renovation has not yet .been completed.
The furhishihg pf tlie lounges was to be the
finishing touch on ah already extensive renovation project .With the continued disap- y
pearance of lounge furniture, this long-range
project will probably neverbe completed.';
One student complacently argued that
pieces of furniture missing from lounges are
only being borrowed and will be returned at
the end of the school year. He quickly _
changed his view to onei pf extreme annoyance when he discovered the direct correlation between his increased tuition bill and
the money the college spends replacing these
pieces of '•borrowed?'furniture ,y.
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Last weekend's destruction in Dana.
The administration is using two methods of combatting vandalism. One is the '
new Student Judiciary Policy for the punishment of students found guilty of vandalism. This policy states that these students "will
."wjll be charged for the total damages plus
a fine equal to 25% of the total damages."

Wi
n
ne
rs
Student As^Omci^n
'. Scot. Lehigh was elect ed Executive
Chairperson by the student body in the Stu^
dent Association elections on Friday; March
take
office after •;
16,1979. His board wll
;
spring break* • > . . Yv :. a '; ' AY'¦¦'. ' .¦ " .',¦" ¦• ¦'
Alsoelected to the board ; were R od-.
crick Marshall (Committee Chairpersori); Glen Coral (Treasurer), Eric Ertmari (Social
life Chdiirpersoh), Brenda Bbweh (Cult-:
ural Life Chairperson)¦Jay Otis (Academic^
(PubLife Chair person) arid Matt, Donahue
,
lic Infor^lationiCha^rpersoh). / . . y
Colby/students chose John yeul- ;; Y
cux arid Barb Neal as representatives to ;
the Board of Trustees.They will replace
Joel Cutler and Neil Mizner in September.
Y Y- CUtss officers; whoiwiU also take over
their responsibilities in September,.wcre
elected|.as^foll6ws li r'' *v ^ ,!; «^' -Y^t;-Y' ,YY- , ',v ¦.'
'}{; ' Y *Class of:i980: President; John y Y
%c Bride t Vice President; Catie pulton »Y ,-;;
Trcasurer,ijpanne Sharinpn(.Secretary,,^ ,Y
;' Didna'Herrrridri.>V;.yY|Y;: > i' ;!/•¦; y*j -;Y :¦¦'•<:
.
;Y
Y *.',• Class of 1981:President, :Jiiy Doricgain; Vice President:, Step hen Pfaf ff Trca-I d^
surerYFaith Bramh^^
SncffYy Yu.-i.YYYYYY.YY : HYY^MYYYyy
Y Class of 198^. President; Helen ¦ '
DoolewVice President; David Stragcj ,,.... .
Rebecca; Badger,Yy Y:i Yy <i Yv ¦:¦> ;
SecrctdryV
¦
vii 'i. 'v "¦¦-: ¦'¦^' ¦'-iA Ai^ ' 'K - 1 '- ' ''. - ¦ •vY' ' 1'' \i'Y' . ''Y ;, 'Y' - .¦¦ '; : ' ''
Y^yChdH^ersph
would" fifce ^ ^
as possible to attend meetings and par- •
ticipate in student affairs." He pointed but

i the importance to the Student Association
: of a "real gauge'of student feeling" in order
¦ " to deal with the changes arising from a new
> president at Colby.

Y' S^^

Lehigh also encourages students to
contact him or other board members concerning any matter or action related to the
student government.

¦¦ Rod Marshall, Committee Chairperson

This punishment applies only to the first
offense. Earl Smith , Dean or Students,
pointed out that expulsion from the college
is a very real possibility for those students
. '
caught a second time.
Another method currently used is
forcing all the residents of the area in which the
the* act of vandalism took place to become
financially responsible for the damages.
Last year, all residents of the first floor Dan a
"T" were sent a letter by Janice Seitzinger,
Associat e Dean of Students, that outlined the
the damages done to the lounges in that area.
In the letter, Dean Seitzinger stated ,
"We have decided to allow you one week
to det ermine how this bill should be divided
among you. If we do not hear from you, we
will simply divide the bill equally among the
residents of the Tirst floor 'T.' This "method
proved to be highly effective as peer pressure forced the gudty parties to confess.
They were billed according t o the degree of
individual participation. However,; whj?h
the damage is done to academic buildings
or the student unions , the guilty parties are
not so easily pinned down and , cohse- '
quently, the entire studen t body pays for
' . •
tlie damages.
• According to Chris Noonan , Director
of Roberts Union , the only real way to
stop vandalism is if the community works .
to stop it. A few Colby students who are in "
the p osition t o discourage vandals are the
"ni glitcrawlers." However, t hey are too
few in number to be able to cover the campus at all times. Says Noonan, "The increased awareness of all students is essential.
Maybe a student would and should , hesit at e
to confront vandals, bu t an anonymous
phone call to security or to¦ the switchboard
' ¦ •¦*wotild .be a big help.
' :.. ' For whatever reason students destroy
college property, whether it is the result .
of frustration, academic tension or just
[ "foolinc around ," the students cither individually or collectively must pay for the
damages. The key is to determine .whether
or not the indulgence bf a few is worth
the price we all nave to pay.

Europ ean Conf lict Symp osium
by J ane
The Stu-A Board wrapped up the
year and made recommendations to the .
new Board at its last meeting Monday
night.
Academic Life Chairperson Larry
Branyan reported the EPC is still considering the Bundy proposal. He said
the committee has voted to retain the
Freshman English requirement, with the
provisions that En. 115 will include a research paper , and that En. 152 will deal
with major literary, works in two genres.'
Also, they voted that those two courses
be counted toward satisfaction of the
humanities requirement.
,
Branyan said the EPC will vote on •
Jan Plan changes in the near future. They .
are considering offering one to four creel-'
its for January work, and raising the entire credit load from 120 to 126. They are
also dicussing the Language requirement.
After the EPC has finished its evaluation of the Buridy report, the faculty will
have the final vote on each provision. .
The reactions of students attending
the meeting was almost entirely unfavorable toward the proposals. Executive Chairperson Sid Mohel was concerned-that stu- :
dents have not been informed of these recommendations. When asked if any attempt
has been made to gauge students opinion
on the report, Branyan replied~ 'Tve talked to a couple of people. '
Social Life Chairperson Eric Ertrnan
announced that National Frisbee Champions willbe held on campus April 20.. They ."
will conduct a clinic, ana holcf contests.
He said there are no definite concert
lans yet, but he has made an offer td.Pure
f rairie League and Aztec Two-Step for
Apr
il 19.
Treasurer Cheri Bailey said she is
working on ticket sales arid publicity for
the Boston Ballet's April performances' at
Waterville Opera House, and is hoping for
a $7,000 protit.
She said the next Oracle payment of

Eklund

;y
$8,000 iidue on June 1. Orily/800 79
yearbooks will be printed.. _", ;' ¦"_ - ¦';-¦,
According to Mohel, there was one
case of voter fraud during last Friday's election. He added the student was identi- .
fied , arid recomrnended a Stu-J hearing.
Under old business, Public Information Chairperson Scot LeHigh reported on
WMHB 's phone bills. Unauthorized per^
sons have been using the station's phone
to rhake personal calls. So far , no progress
has been made in determining who these
people are, because the phone bill s have
not been received fror4 Eustis.
LeHigh also asked members of the
new Bbard td look' over the Stu-A'funded
Student Handbook. He suggested cutting
out about 12 pages to reduce printing costs
In new business, the. Board voted to
allow the Colby EnvironmentalCouncil to
provide a meal for two students and two .
representatives of Westinghouse Electric
Corporation who participated in Tuesday night's Nuclear Power debate.;
The International Relations Club
asked for a contribution toward transportation, hotel arid registration expenses for
13 students to the Model U.N. program in
New YYork.Stu-A irieriibers turned thern
down because the IRC was budgeted the
$300 they originally requested tor ten ;
YYY 'Y Y yYYY- Y^Y ¦ •¦
delegates.
The Board ako gave Treasurer Bailey
discretion in funding $100 for Women's
Weekend ^huts.y Yyyi. YY ::Y"-Y.
Iri summary, new Executive Chair:person Scot LeHigh termed this a "constructive year." He added, however, "There
has to be a little more inter-Board coordination.!' •
YY
Outgoing Chairoerson Sid Mohel advised the next.Board: "You have more potential to make charigesfor thebetter of "
the school than any other Board since the
sixties. You are the student voice. You are
the elected representativesof the students
Good luck."

A French'author and journalist, a
West German political scientist, and a member of the Spanish di plomatic "cor ps wil
participate April 4-7 in a Colby College
symposium devoted to the topic "Europe
in Conflict."
Sponsored by the department of modern languages and supported by the Guy P.
Gannett Lecture Fund, the program will consist of presentations by Roger Cans, Irvin g
Fetscher, and Fernando Perpina, and a group
discussion with questions from'the audience.
All sessions will be in Given Audjtorium.
Roger Cans, a reporter for LeMonde,
a leading newspaper in France, wiff speak
on "French Youth in the Seventies '.' at
Spin. Wednesday, April 4. He has recently ?
completed a three-year stay, in the United •
States during which he covered the political scene. Reflections on the U.S. are contained in his book En Effeuillan t UAmerique.
Cans 's areas of specialization as a journalist are education, youth, arid society. v y
"Terrorism in Germany^ and Italy "
is the subj ect of the presentation by Fetscher; prof essotf of political science at the
University of Frankfurt/Main', Germany,and specialist in p'olitical' philosophy with
concentration!on Marxism-Leninism. He
will 'speak at: Spin Thufsdayi April 5/ ";

Former visiting professor at universities in Australia", Italy, Holland, and
the U.S., ProfYFetsch'er is advisor to the
Presidium of the Social Democratic Party •
of Germany. Among his publications is the
book Karl Marx and Marxism( Herder and
Herder , 1970).
-' Fernando Perpina, Consul General
of Spain in Boston , will lecture on "Spain:
Dictatorship to Democracy" at 8pm Fri.,
April 6.
An attorney who has been a member of
of the diplomatic corps since 1964, Per pina
has served in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
and has been Spain's representative in El
Salvador , Germany and in New York City.
The former professor of political science
at the University of Madrid has published
numerous articles, including "Religious
Freedom in Spain" and "Spain and the
Second Vatican Council."
yYY The moderator for the open forum
at i prii Saturday, Ap ril 7, wi ll be David
Rayside; chairman of the European Studies
Committee of the Center for International
Studies.at the University of Toronto.
There will also be an opportunity to
meet informall y with the participants at a reception at 3 pm Friday, April 6, in the
Robins Room of Roberts Union.

Teacher^ EdiR eevaluat ed
by Mark Labdon

superintendent from Greenville, the 15
member group included teachers, principals, a.member of the Waterville community
arid 2 Colby students, William Pullen and
Bruce Brown.
According to the Director of Colby s
"'
Teacher Education1 program, Professor
is
the
first
Colby
Harold A. Jacobson,
Y college to request reevaluation undernew
Maine laws enacted in 1977. In asking for the
visitation Colby sought five year full approval from the State Board of Education. . I n addition, "we wanted our graduates
to be entitled to the benefits of reciprocity
agreements between Maine and about 30
other states,",says Jacobson. Under these
• . agreements a Maine teacher certification is
recognized in other states. /
: ; The;visitation team examined seven
major standards": program justification and
purpose, policy development, and program
management, curricula, faculty, students,
by Lisa Ober
resources
arid facilities, and long-range plan¦ ¦ , .. Iraessas
to
Ceinefy^xid Dunlevy wanted deterright how, may relateto countrieswhere exten- ¦
1. 18 months of self study
HenryA Gemery, of the
ning
arid
evaluation
mine if differences did exist in the economic
Colby EconomicsDepartment
sive migrationpresendy occurs. Gemerysaid^ Y •
, and Jariies A.
b
the
Office
of,
Education
preceeded the
y
goals.and behaviorpatternsof the old and new .
"histoncallooksat United States cases might .
Durifcvy,of Auburn Universityin Alabama,
'
visitation.
The
Office
prepared
files and a 32
immigrants.They examined both the intended
havejustcompleted a studyon immgrant behavesome applicabilityto developingcotmtriespage
report
for
the
Visiting
Comriiittee.
'
settlement
plans
and
the
actual
settlement
lohaviorpatterns.Theirworkon theeconomic
they can darify uhat is sijgnificaht;;"
Y
, ',. A meeting of the Teacher Education
cation for both groups of immigrants. Through
and behavioraldistinctionsbetween "old" and
G«nay,whoi^
Advisory
Council on March 12 included an \
the comparison of thisdata, Gemery and Dunlevy
' new!'invnigrantsto the UnitedStates, was
Harvard arid his Ph.D. from UPenn, spent his
open
discussion
with members of the visita- <
determined the luresfelt by the different immipublishedin the December1978 issueof Tlie
last sabbatical at the Univosityof London,
tion team;The main item on the agenda was
¦
the
reactions
to
these
lures.
grant
groups/and
Journalof EconomicHistory.
where he researchedhis newprpject, a study
a discussion of Colby possibly preparing
*
.: ; • Gemery and Dunlevy found that both
. . In the mid ISfiO's a rapid shift in the
on early migrationpatterns. Hesaid for this
teachers'in Art .Music,' '
secbndaryischool
sets
of
immigrants
responded
in
a
similar
manner
ethnicconipositionof iinnigranrsto the .
topic; he and Dunlevy"will try to ^through ;
and Administrative _
Human;Development,
to economicincentives.Their research shows
UnitedStates occurred. Previously,most of the
a three century span, from the 17tfrtb the 19th
Science;
says
the issue was raised
Jacobson
nationalities
"Immigrants
of
the
hew
migration
iinrrijgrantswerefrom northernand western,
century, sunwingtihie types of economic v
by students majoring in thbse areas who '
appear to have behaved in essentiallyas purEutope(referredtoas "old"inrirsgrants).After
modelswhichhavebeen advancedwithregard
pointed put that they can teach in private 1885, themajority of newcomerscamefrom
posefula manneras membersof -thef old migration
to
the nigration process." A,AA-).YY.". A- A.,
schools after graduating but not in public
V
Y
m
making
their
settlement
pLans.
.
>
southern andI eastern kurope(the "neW'Tirirri^
i Y Y Gemeryhasjustco-editeda"bcok,7%c -'
schools requiring certification.
The new immigrantsrelied more heavily
grants).- .
Uncommon
Market, wm ProfessorHogendom.
Y r The yisiting Committee will now ;
on
family
and
friends
already
in
this
country
Y
and
will
It
cc«tains
essaysori
tiieshwe
,
ti^e
t
lte
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prepare
a report for the Department of '•
¦
,
than the old.The professorsconclude: '^t
'YY;y -'A X
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May;'
;
bdievod the newmigrants were less desirable
"Y
be
released
iri
,
Educational
and Cultural Services, which in
evidence... does not suggest less ambition, less¦:¦
'. '¦A: Both slavetradeai^ imigrar^rtttterns;
than the old.Claimsweremade that the new
"
turn
will
prepare
an exhibit for the State
maturity, or less rationalityamongthe new
fall underGemery's specialty or economic ,
"migrantswere'not able to assiinitotethem¦ ' ¦y Y :' " " -Y'Y'^.
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,
Board
of
Education.
The Board has the < >
,
<
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savesto Americanculture, were less purposehistory.He siad: "historicalpatterns are the ,oiptipns:bf granting five year full approval
Dunlevy,,a
former
faculty
Gnriery
arid
"
ful and rationalin their inigrationplans, and
laboratory of econorhtcs," adding that tlirouglt
or one year conditional approval or of
member at Colby,'liave publishedseveral arnan exnninationof pasteconomicbehavior,
weregenerally ignorant and helpless.
¦:>,
denying approval.
••,
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Colby's Teacher Education program
was reevaluated March 11-15 by a visitation '
team sent by the Maine Department of
Educational and CulturalServices.
The grbup visited classes, examined
files,compiled. by Colby's Education Office , ,
and studied personnel records. In the course;;
of their visit the team interviewed approximately 90 people from the "campus and from
¦> •
Waterville, schools. Y .-.
Chaired by Ralph K. Ryder, school
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greatl y reduced. "
Singer objected .to the claim that
solar power would be insufficient as a means
of generatin g electricity. He cited two studies which claim-that by the year "2000 solar .
power could supply 20-25% of the country 's
electricity. If the development of solar power received as much government money as
nuclear power , he said , it could be competitive with nuclear generati on.
Schreuer and Singer 's major -point
seemed well express ed by the conclusion
of Schreuer 's speech : "As long as we're
not sure Of the safety of nuclear power ,"
he said , "why cruise into a nuclear future?"

by Nick lyiencher

DOMESTIC EXPLOITATION
SO WE WILL STAND AND FIGHT:
WRBG 's powerful documentar y on the
Eiroblems and demands of the American
ndian , filmed at the Passamaquodd y-Reservation in Maine.
WHY WE BOYCOTT: a United _
Farm Workers film of the grap e strike
in 1973. . .makes vivid the courage ofthe nonviolent picketers and the racism
and brutality they faced on the line.
April 3, 9:15 p.m.,Lovejoy 205. '
ANGOLA , THE PEOPLE : Couponsored by the Government dept., the film
. . shows the :pr oblems with the revolution , y
against the Portuguese. -April '4, 7 pm.* inY
; ;' Y i
TVr dom bf Miller librar y. Y
,Y TESTIMONY :, presents the present
situation at J .P. Stevens where labor laws f.
are ,violated here in the Umted States. Apr. .
5, 8 pm., TV room bf Miller Library. ;
PEASANTS OF THE SECOND FORT
RESS: Cb ^orisbred by the Government
Dept., the ium shows Japanese peasants
.
try ing to|defend their land against the goyerninent that wants to : expropriate it. A pr.
10, 7 pm.; TV roorii of Miller Library A

y Lovejoy lOO was filled to capacity
on Tuesday when representa tives from the
Westinghouse Carnpus America Program
debated wo Colby seniors on the future
of ¦commerc ial use of riiiclear power. Y
',, Nearly 250 students , faculty " and
guests sat attentively during the hour long
debate between Larr y Conwa y and Sand y
Keifer from WKtirighouse and the two
'
students. '.A,
—Y-~ Y
Seniors Richard Schreuer and Steven
Singer ,' who belong to the anti-nuclear power organization the Clamshell Alliancej argued m favor of the resolved topic: 'The
Federal govemrrierit should halt all future
construction of nuclear-powered electricity generating facilitie s in this countr y."
Both teams iriade frequent use of
studies and related data regarding nuclear
¦
generation during the debate: -¦ •.
The number of references to studies
and documents seemed even on both sideSj.
as each team matched the other 's statistics ¦•

with those 6f its own and occasionall y disagreed over particular studies cited.
. 'Most of the debate , however , was non
technical and all in the audience seemed to
understand the speechs and responses. A '

¦ ¦
*¦ _ ¦

NUCLEA R POWER

¦ - ¦
¦¦ - ¦ ¦
:
. . ; Y ¦- > ¦ • ¦ — ¦' . . '"

Y

Schreuer drew several laughs from the
audience durin g his speech. When he said,
referrin gto the difference between an oil
explosion and the results of a "nuclear
core melt-dow n," that "a gas or oil explosion is a drag, sure , a couple of thousand
people get killed.., " the rest of his words
were drowned but by app lause and laughs
from the audien ce. ,
After the debate , Schreuer said , *I
was upset b y the lack of depth 'shown in the
the team 's defense of nuclear energy , but
I was impressed by their sincerit y and they
ended my conception that all pro-riukers
are not nice people."
The debate was sponsored and conducted by stud ents from the Colby Envir onmental Counc il and the Enviro nmental
Studies Prog ram.
The major argument of the Westing. house team appeared to be that continued
dependence on oil and gas for our energ y
needs is dangerous iri the long run and that
solar power is not a sufficient replacement
for nuclear generation.
Conway said that if the world' s oil
runs out , "our, personal freedoms may be

^

: S^^^^ |-

Y NUCLEAR REACTI ON AT WHYL:
explores the Gerrriari people's reaction to
a proposed nuclear plant iri a nature pre r y
serve or on the Rhine. PLUS: NO A£T OF
GOD: a film produced in Canada showing,
both sides of the nuclear power issue. .T
explains the; princi ple of nuclea r fission '.¦. Y
and the breeder reactor '

'

'

'

¦
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Attention Seniors
Applications are due on April ' 2nd
for the position of Director of Robe rts
Union for 1979-1 980. Applicants must
submit; 1) a letter of application , 2) a
detailed resume , and 3) at least two letters of recommendati on. Submit materials to Dean Smith.
-

_ , . . . ., ¦ - ,... ¦- , „ ¦ I

irid ic Ceufer

"^

••

... . . ,,. . .

Commencement worker applications
will be available at the Student Activities
Office from April 2-13 (deadline April 16),
Applications for New Student Orientation Staff ('79) are due April 13th.
Forms may he picked up in the Stude nt
Activities Office beginning April 2nd .
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SOUTH AFRICA AND US.
GLO BAL CORPORATIONS: shows howY v
multi-nation als claim' to be agents qf reYyy
f orm , yet use South Africa 's cheap labor .
for their owri pr ofit.1 May 1 at, 9:15 p.m. .
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Discounts
of multinationals on economic arid political development of the-U.S. arid the Third
World. iYthe link between multinati onals
KENNEDY MEM O RIAL DRIVE
and repressiv e governments is made clear
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.. . .power exercised by riiultiriatio rials over
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Commencement /Orientation Workers

Crossword puzzle on page 13

Lake Placid 1980.
Ouipnlyhome adva ntage
'w be your supi p. .
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Compiled by J im Thrall
Morning Sentinel Staff

office, actions outside trie scope of (his)
capacity as chief of police, and others, all.
of which filled a six-page letter of dismissal
delivered to. Barber mrch 6, y " .
To make it even more definite; Green
announced the "finalization" of the ouster
in a two-page letter dated March 14, claimWATERVILLE, Me. - A "scofflaw "
ing that by refusing to participate in a scheCity
Council
enacted
by
the
ordinance
duled hearing the night before , Barber forlast fall has been costing some chronic parkfeited
all right to further appeal.
payhabit
of
not
ing offenders who make a
Barber,
however, ana nis attorney
more
parking
tickets.
Three
or
their
ing
Davis
of
Augusta,
Jed
claim that because
s
owner
at
the
unpaid tickets gets a car towedt
expense. The offender must also pay up on the Green failed to follow certain state statutes directing the procedure of dismissal
tickets before recovering his vehicle.
when he fired Barber the move by the town
Waterville Police have also stressed
manager is illegal,and Barber therefore is
that cars registered out of state are not imstill police chief."
mune and add that Colby and Thomas
colleges are considered likely places for
trackingdown offending out-of-state vehiclesPolice advise anyone with outstanding
¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ • '" ' "
¦ ¦ Y -- '
'
tickets to pay them immediately before
•
.
the need to pay the towing fee arises. For
the tardy, however, the ordinance also stipulates that if the owner of a vehicle arrives
TEHRAN, Iran ^Former Prime Minion the scene either before or at the same
time as/the tow truck, removal of the vehicle ster Amir Abbas Hoveida on trial for his .
life here,'won a temporary reprieve Friday
can be prevailed by paying all outstanding
when Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini detickets plus half the towing charge.
clared a halt to all revolutionary trials, executions, arid punishments until new legal
guidelines can be drawn up.
.. '
So far 62 people have been known to
be tried and executed by'revolutionary
courts and firing squads. Most were former
government and rmlitary officials, but some
FAIRFIELD. Me.- Procedures for the
were executed for sexual offenses."
firing of Fairfield Police Chief JRobert BarThe swiftensspf the trials has sparked
ber left questions as to whether Barber had
dissent to the point that Prime Minister <
actually been fired or not.
Y
Mehdi Bazargan, has threatended to quit
Fairfield Town Manage* Dale Green
his post in frustration over the tribunals
contends that Barber had definitely been which act independently of the government
dismissed for charges of irresponsibility in
and heed onlv Khomeini.

about orie rriillidn barrels of oil to replace
the monthly power production of the Y
Maine Yankee plantfThe Central Maine
Power Co. owns the major share, 38%, of , ~
the plant which supplies about 40% of Maine
total electrical needs when Operating.
y
Customers of. CMP wilfbe faced with
an extra cost of $5 million a tribnth for re. Five nuclear power plants in the East,
including the Maine Yankee plant at Wiscasplacement oU while the plant is closed, unless CMP is corivinced to attempt to recovset, were ordered closed last Tuesday by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commissionto nuke sure er the extra fuel costs from other sources.
Several local public interest groups, as
the atomic facilities can withstand earth- Y
well as Governor Joseph Brennan, have sugquakes.
gested CMP collect from the Boston enginBy the end of the week, The Central
eering firm of Stoneand Webster which deMaine Power Co. had warned its customers
signed the plants arid which has been charof resulting rate hikes of as much as a dollar
ged by many with the mathematical foul- ..'
a month by May, and all concerned parties
up blamed for the closings.
were pointing fingers at each other for responsibility for the computer error which
prompted the closings.
;:
The NRG ordered the closing after errors were discovered in the computer program
which was used to determine the amount of
seismic stress certain cooling, pipes at a Beaver
Valley Pa. plant could withstand. In ari
^ of the pipe units, most did not meet
analysis
CAIRO, Egypt - Although np treaty
current safety standards for protection ;
was signed, President Carter concluded his
against earthquakes.
_ j .„
Mideast peace odyssey here last Tuesday
The other four plants were included
with an Egyptian acceptance of peace terms
in the closing because the same computer
and an Israeli promise to consider them.
programwas originally used to check their
Carter, extended his stay in the Midr
piping systems.
. y . east. by one, day, stopping in Cairo Tuesday
' Besides the Pennsylvania and Maine ^'
for a three-hour conference with Egypt's
plants, two Virginia .Electric,and Power Co.
Anwar
Sadat before flying to Washington.
plants at Surry, Va., and the James Fitzpatfich
Both
countries finally said a treaty
plarit at Scriba, N.Y., were closed.
be signed within a month, despite
The necessary safety checks ihay take ; could
Prime Minister Meriachem Begin's dour
as long as month to_ complete, NEC officals
warnings
during Carter's visit in Israel that
predict, and the plants may be closed for
"serious
problems"
still exist which must
even longer if any repairs are required.
be overcome. ,'
It has been estimated that it will take

The Adventures Of Alfonso Smith
Episode Four:First Frat Part y

After drinking both of the beers the
and said, "Not now, maybe later," and ,
situation looked a little better. This certain
then walked into the crowd. I found mygirl seemed to be more than occasionally
self all alone again, standing in the middle
Tokking over at me, and I didn't care wheth- y' ;-of a crowd ana afraid to look anybody
er or not my fly was open or if something
else in the eye.
was hanging out of my nose. I could tell
Wiz walked up to me a few minutes
that she was looking at me, the "me" that
later and said, "I've been partying in Dave's
all of us have behind our "I.s." I made a
room. Who've you been talking to since I
point of keeping my peripheral view on
left?"
With disgust I answered that I had
her all the time for , in case she looked over
been
talking
to myself all along and ;he look
at me, I wanted to catch her eyes with mine
ed
at
me
with
question riiarks for eyer •
When she did turn her head ever so slightly
•
brows.
I
told
him,
in a low voice, that I
I was right on the situation, smirking slightto
get
another
beer without planwas
going
ly, eyes full of honesty and fair-play, stance .
nine
just
now
I
was
going
to go about
out
a bit cock-eyedrEvery time she looked over
catching
up to
I:
it.
Geez,
Alf
,
Have
some
at my eyes I knew that I wanted to walk Y
'
Y
,;-/
Y
..
do,"he
said.
Y:,
•
..!•
: v
over arid just smile arid laugh and be my- ¦
self. I could tell that she would like me and
,
To be Continued
vice versa. I decided that I could • use a few
Y
more beers.
Y
With each successive beer I felt better
and bolder. What had once been a fantasy
for me evolved into a concrete and predictable future. I was going to walk oyer to her
and she would laugh and smile and dance
with me. Then vye would leavcthe party
and go somewhere'conducive to deep conversa t ion ab ou t God , or t he universe , or,
horror movies. Then we would haveagood
night kiss; long a.n*d ardent , that -would ex?
press caring, growing affections , future interest, and even love. Iiwas all too clear,
all of this had to happen. I even forgot
where I was because I was so deeply immersed in my plans , my "affair-to-be,"
and I loosened myj grip and dropped my
beer ori the floor. This shocked mc back
to reality; I,had to do it, I had to walk oyer
and talk to her immediately. So I took a ' ••
deep brea t h, tried to clear arid relax my
throat , and starred walking over to her confidently. ::.
The crowd seemed to clear a path .
for me leading up 'to the girl ; I reached her
in no time and she turnedf her head fro m '
another conversation and our eyes locked.
She gave a quick smile arid I said hello to
her. Then I stood silent,;waitih g for something to, happen,' I didn 't have anything to
say to her. She hadn 't immedia t ely s tar ted
laughing and dancing with meHsomcbody
was doing something wrong. I liad to say
something! She waited foraf evv seconds,
staring mc in the eyes with puzzlement , , ,
and then started walking dway;^,I touched y,
,her on the shoulder arid said something , ,
like: "You wouldn't want to dance, would
you?" and to her back no less, She spun
licr head over her shoulder with a laugh

"Scoff law "
Has Teeth

Tehran Tribunals
Suspended

Is He or
Isn't He

by A. Chris tifus Smit h
Part Two- MIND GAMES

ATO was alread yxo oking w h en w e
walked in. There were two guys in the hallway to check IFC cards, and neither one of
us were members. Thinking quickly, I gave
them both a cigarette and Wiz did a number
about how he was buddies with a lot of the
guys. The brothers at the door laughed and
smoked and asked us if we were going to
get plowed. Wiz smiled and said , 'What do
you mean get?
" This time the brothers laughed even
harder, and Wiz laughed with them, and I
ju st stood , silently looking in at the party.
The party was crowded all right , loosely d efined gr oups of people talking to each
other and rubbing Wks and elbows with
other groups. Cigarette smoke filled the
gaps in between. Music flowed through
and aroun d' everything. A feeling of tension began to overtake me and , when the
brothers shooed us in with short waves of
their hands, I knew that I was outright ,
scared. I let Wiz walk in ahead of me.

.¦•:Y'. ~ we 'walked through the foyer and
downstairs to the keg of beer."I must have
said "excuse me"to a thousand people.
The keg peeked put from behind a counter
and was being-served out by three sourfaced brothers. VViz motioned to me to
make a hustle .into the lines of people around the bar and try and get two beers.
I consented and deftly slithered into an
opening arid quickly had my right elbow
lounging casuall y on the counter top. Ten
minutes of waiting and suave leaning later
I excused my way from the bar with a beer
in each hand. I raised my gaze to find Wizard . He was nowhere to be found. I couldno t s ee him 'at all, since the whole room was
filled with people other than the grand
Wiz himself. I was all but alone in a crowded room for I didn 't know a single soul , I
exc use d myself quickly to, an edge of the
mass, near a wall , and started drinking one
of my beers. I made sure that I kept smiling, too.
Y
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Sports Oii TfaeHill

Women W ork Hard
At Athletics Too
by Sam Weiser

Y

During the awards pr esentation at the MAIAW stat e tournament .last , weekend ,:athletic director Richard McGee commented that the recent rise in women 's athletics was
not due to Title IX but due mainl y to the activiti es of the women themselves , y
In 1979, the moment is.upon the sports arena when women 's atMetics is breaking
into the national spotlight . In recent weeks, many women 's basketball teams have been
receiving national recognitio n .and there iseven a new pbll rankingwomen 's teams exactl y
the way they, rate the men. The quali ty of women 's sports has been incre asing rap idly in
the past five years. In sports where women previously never got a chance , there is now in;
<
>
tercolleg iate competition.
,,
.
involved
in athletics now at Colby,
women
'It is estimated that there are some 200
"
a number that eight years ago would have been considered a joke v Many attribute the
large rise in numbers to Title IX but as McGee said , the real key to the success has been
the women themselves. The truth is. Title IX is not very well understoo d and it therefore
becomes easy for peop le to pass on their acceptanc e arid applause to the law for putting
women 's sports where it is today, " when it doesn 't deserve it. . -Title IX is one of the sections of the Equal Opportunity Act of 1972; It requires
that all colleges and high schools that receive funds frorri the government must afford
equal opportunity, sports Included . Recentl y, the secretary of the pepartme rit of H.E.W ,
J ames Calif ano , came up with additional guidelines in the fight for equality. The new quide
lines sav that if men s basketball haS-1 5 nlavers and the woman s tea m also has 15 player s,
then all scholarshi ps, travel expenses, and bud gets must be equal . The NCAA is presently
questioriing the legality of these guidelines while the Assoc, of Intercollegiate Athletics
,
for Women highly endorses the rulin g.
All this controversy brings us back to Uttle old Colb y College somewhere north of
Boston. What effect has Title IX had on our nice rural campus? In all honestyj the effect
has been minimal. Coach Gene DeLorenzo , who is to beco'me assistant,' athletic coach in
charge of women 's athletics next year , echoed sentiments that much of the success at
Colby is due mostl y to McGee and the women . "He (McGee) is considerate and understandin g of what the women are tr ying to do." McGee has done a lot for women 's athletics in his tenure as athletic director ,
i- '
Women 's sports have come a long way since 1972 and the start of women 's ho ck ey
at Colby, when rumors ran ram pant across campus about the deviant habits of women ;
hockey players. Of course in 1979 we all dispell these rumors as fanaticis m and sexism. *
When you thin k about the pressure placed on the pioneer women in intercolleg iate sports ,
it makes the achievement seeni that much greater. Women athletes work as hard as other
athlet es and now they are starting to show signs of spectacular improvement.
1 6 quali t y of ,women 's coachin g at the outset was not very good , but now people
ri W
?
DeLorenzo
are devoting themselv es to the {improveme nt of women 's sports.
¦
Women
s
hockey
coach Bob Ewell agr ees that the effect of Title I v " i. m ;„!.™i u ^
.
,S
y'0men themse Ives The <lualit y f the athlete definitely has
'
improved
°
vastly.

Jo
" has 8' bcco "' e, t he first woman at Colby to have her jersey retired bv
*h. cofei ^}v
d l t an IIl"
.°rt0ur w^u deserved. J ohns on is.one of the finest f "ot the b«r 7
wnmSvft
b player in
women
s. hockey
the countr y. She has receive d much national
recomition ^JV
t
dUati0n her ^—nts get record
S^SScS*
'
S
S SS^S
6
ny- °*er fin women a*letes here at Colb y but to recognize them all
wnniA ^Jwf ^
?r
Varsity
Sports.fo
women range from lacrosse to field hocfey; Recent
i
Xw ™< S rtS
nol Ko ^^^
Women 's sports a t Colb y continue to expand and improve 'bu t support
remai ns extremel^ y poor. It is sur prising that more women of the coUege commun ity don '
t get behind
the women ath etes after they fight so hard for women 's,ri ghts. The question arises
whether
^
'
women s ath eti cs are truly accepted . The unfortunate trutn is no. WMe a few
SSlelSS?
seen women 's spor ts, and an even smal er number are regular suppor ter s. A wornTn
athlete
UUCIC
;.-• . . . ¦¦ ¦
is still a competitor and vocal suppo rt never hur ts the cause.
pat
h
women 's sports tak es, it is definite that the women athletes are
J pever
:
here to
stay. The women have worked too hard to turn back now and mayb e it is time tha t the
communit y started to appreciate and accept their cause, y ¦:¦' ' •
Y

'?

j The views expressed above are solely those of the sports editor and do not necessarily ref lect
those of th e' ECHO, and the staff. Any responses to this comment should be, made in the for m of a
'* .' ' ;
"Letter to the Sports Edltor "at the ECHO office.
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McGee Selected
All American

Mike McGee of Colby College has
been named 1979. Ail-American on .the
second team of Division III basketball.
The 6' 3", 205-pound forward from
Fairfield ,, Maine , is the first Colby and
also State of Maine basketball player to •
receive the honor as a sophoiriore ; In. addition , he is the only player from New
England to be named in 1979 to either
the first or second teams by the National
Association of Basketball Coaches.
. Record -setting McGee had the finest season for second-yea r players in ,Colby's basketball history, leading the Mules
to a 16-8 record ¦ with a 25.9
scoring av' ' » ' :. ' ¦ ' '
erage.
His 622 points establishe d a singleseason mark and gave him a career total
of 1,108, the most by a sophomore in
the history of Maine college basketball.
McGee holds Colby single-season
records for field goals, 253 i and in field

goal percent ages, 63.3. He averaged 11
rebounds ana had 63 assists in 24 games..
He had more than 30 points in
eight gariies , including 36 against Williams ,
34 against Clark , and 32 against Southeastern Massachusetts University.
The All-American 's performance
during the 1978-79 season earned berths
on the Division III NCAA All-Star Team
•for New England , the 1979 CBB (ColbyBates-Bowdoiri ) Conference Ail-Star team^,
and the All-Maine squad .
Colb y Coach Dick Whitmore calls
his player the outstanding all-around
forward in New England Division III. "
He says, "Mike 's ability to score inside
and outside created many positive situations. Althoug h double-teamed in many
instances , Mike produced in every critical situation. "
^ , McGee was
During the season
named three times to the ECAC honor
r oll.

Two sides of Colby 's second team A ll-A merican Mik e McGee

Rally Fa lls Short As Women
Loseln MAIA W Tourn ey

The Colby Women 's Baske tball
team finished their season when a strong
come fro m behind rall y against U.S.M.
fell shor t in the opening round of the
MAIAW state tournament .
The women appeared confused and
unorganized in the first half as they fell
behind 40-23 at intermission. 13.S.W.
dominated the early going, forcing t he
Mules into, numerous turnove rs and scoring with relative eaSe. ." . , y.
With 16 minutes left in the game ,
t he Mules had fallen ' far ther behind b y a
50-29 score. Then , led by Nancy Ghapin ,
t he wornen fough t their wa y back slowly
finally closing to 60-59 with .39 seconds
left in the game .
The : Mules set up their ace shooter ,
Patty rValav anis to take the potential win
ning shot. The super j unior missed how;
ever , and U.S.MYneld on to escape with
a slim victor y, 63-59.
One ot the main problems the
Mules had was the play of J an Barker.
In an acciden t the night before , Barker
broke her hand. However , while most
athl etes, male or femal e, would hav e sat
on the sidelines , Barker was out oh the

court playing some of the best one-handed basketball around. The Mules rel y on
Barker to bring the ball upcourt against
the press , but on Thursday one hand just
wasn 't enoug h.
Chap in led the Mules with 24 poin ts
and 21 rebounds , the most in the tournament. Valavanis had ten points as did .
freshman Sue Kallis. Coach Gene DeLorenzo says that Kallis is a hard-working
athlete rind one woman to watch in the
future. ,
. ,
The vocal suppor t was impressive
Thursday as large numbers of students
turned out and they made.their presence
known/
DeLorenzo says he is going to miss
the seniors. Barker has played for three
years with a ba<< oack and she played 36
minu t es Th ursday , which *tlie coacn p
phrased asY" remarkable. " Amon g the
other seniors are Mary Mitchell , Amy
Davidoff , and Sara Russell.
U.M.O. emerged as the victor in a
tou rnamen t that went very well and was
well atten ded. The hope for next year
is t ha t may be t he Mules can move up and
potentially wrestle the state crown from
U.M.O ,

11Games In 7 Days

utti
BaseballlMaWslSo

The Colby Mules baseball team is
heading for Florida during spring break 1
in hopes, of finding the right combination
for the upcoming-season. The team hopes to improve on last season and the first
step to success is the southern tour.
Tfc$ 18 member .squad is led .by
senior co-captains Doug Lewing and Paul
Spillane. There are ten lettermen on the
squad and eight newcomers. The Mules
are young with only three seniors ori the
roster.
The Florida schedule is a grinding
one with four doubleheaders and a total
of eleven games in seven days. The trip
wilr prove to be a real test tor the young
pitching staff. Artie Sullivan looks to be
the ace of this year's'staff and the other
five pitchers will be seeking spots behind
Sullivan in the starting rotationY
The other men righting for pitching berths are junior Bill Jackson and
four freshmen ; Ed Ludwig, John Crowley,
Mike Koonce, and Seth Medalie. Coach
Covell feels that the four frosh have proven
they can get the ball across the plate and
now he is waiting to see how they per- 0
form in a game situation.
' The outfield will be manned by a
number of people throughout the season.
Junior Rick Buchanan, who hit .362 last
season, will see •action, in the outfield along with designated hitter duties. Sophomore Paul Belanger,* senior Dean Morrissey,
and freshman Dan Kennedy will also see
action. When Sullivan isn't on the mound,
he will probably be at home in centerfield.
The infield is an experienced core
anchored by the double-play combination

Lacrosse:
Freshmen
Dominate
Mules Squad
First year coach Bob Ewell is setting his sights on a winning season for the
men's lacrosse team in 1979, With a young
squad, the potential is there to surprise
some people.
The large number of freshmen has
added a lot ot talent to the squad of returnees from last year. Of the six attackmen and six defensemen, eight are freshmen.
The team is young and coach Ewell
is building for the future. He is the fourth
coach in tour years for Colby lacrosse and
these changes nave been a real problem in
building a strong team, Ewell plans on
sticking around for the time being while
he tries to build a winning tradition for
ii:
tije Mules
.
the^ Mules are heading ^for Boston
this weekend with scrimmages against
Brandeis and Tufts. The Tufts scrimmage '
will be played under game conditions so
it should provide
a real test for the young
¦
team.'Yy - "• •" ' >Y- . ' Y . YYy 'Y-Y' .' " A'
The team has only been practicing
officially for two weeks but many players
have been working since early in February
on their own.
However, Ewell feels that the team
is starting to shape up, The team has already had some excellent scrimmage work
against Maine, Bowdoin , Bates, and Unity,
AS the season progresses, Ewell thinks the
team will continue to improve.: , t
Y' The:Mules, play a .fine schedule ;
*';this season with teams like Babson* Ply;
riiouth State, Boston State, and Bowdoin
(who was ranked fifth in the N.E. .coachformidable opes pre-season poll)
, ' , asi¦' very
i ;. " ' ' ; :•¦' ' "'
;
;
'
'
'
y
'
ponents: Y : v). ' .i: ;' : .' .,• ', "' ' •' ."'
The, potential is there. If , the team:
scores some early victories arid ,gains some
confidence, thejre is a good chance for
^the Mules to'achieve a few surprise up¦sets. y ;''' ' " ' ' 'v- "¦.¦'- ''' " " A• ¦'" : ' A
¦ 'A-s Y^YY --- Y
:Y the team has a scrimmage after L
the break at home on April 7, and then
opens the regular home season on the
¦YVY ,;> -Y i .v •
ldth against^Nasson. , : y

of juniors Bruce Anacleto and Tom Haggerty. At third base, sophoiriore Jay Done
gbn is expected to see considerable duty
while co-captain Lewing will be on the
first base bag for the Mules.
The catching department should be
strong with co-captain Spillane seeing
most of the action. Spillane led the team
in hitting in 1978 with a .364 average
and seven home runs. Should an injury
sideline Spillane, sophomore Brian McPherson will be a more than adequate replacement.
Team speed, infield def en se, and
hitting look to be the power areas of the
1979 Mules. The big question marks are
the pitching staff and outfield but theA
Floridajtrip/should.•' provide most of the;
answers'With the development of a strong
pitching corps, it appears to be an exciting season ahead for the Mules.

Women's basketbalVis vastly improved. Above, Colby player shoots in earlier def eat of Bates

Johnson First^oinan ^tlilete
To Hav e Jersev Retired

Lee Johnson, the finest women 's hockey
player ever to attend Colby, was presented her
jersey bearing number six asv Coach Bob Ewell
announced that the number was being retired
at last weekls Women's Hockey award presentation. This event marks the first time in
Colby's history that a woman athlete has had
her number retired.
/ Sophomore forward Sara Bunnell was
named the Most Improved Player. Last year
Sara donned a pair of hockey skates for the first time. A diligent worker, she makes things
happen every time she is on the ice.
Awarded to the player who has given
unlimited dedication and spirit to the team,

the Captains' Cup was presented to sophomore
¦
Kim Wadkins. No other player exhibits _ ' .- as much devotion as Kim does,v inspiration
is her middle name.
Also named were the captains for next
season. Goaltender Stephanie Vrattos will be
the captain and defensewoman Pam Woods
and forward Mary Coe will be the.assistant
captains. All three will be juniors next year.
It came as no surprise that Johnson was
honored as the Most Valuable Player. The
senior defensewoman scored 31 goals and 16
assists in the 18 game season.
Looking at the statistics it is needless to
say that the presence of the three graduating
..

To Success

Ed (ff i
by John Sal Munsey
The men's hockey team did not produce a sensational record in 1978-79 but
' it did produce some sensational talerits. Amorig the talent on the team is a ;somewhat
obscure Ed Ofria; The sophoiriore center
was a major force in the Mule attack.
Ed was the second leading scorer on
the hockey team this season with 32 points
His 16 coals and 16 assists were orily surpassed by wing Mark Kelley with 36 points
The team suffered through an up and
down season and Ed attributes some of the
reason for the unexciting record to a lack
of emotion. "Some games we would really
be up for and we'd snow it on the ice. Other games nothing could get us up, for some
reason we just weren't psyched. Mark Keli'ley and Bob Norton tried to yell a lot and
get things goingsbut at times Lcbuld fee]
rib one was getting psyched."
Before corning to Colby, Ed attend^
ed Arlington High School arid Taft/a prepj
school ,in Conn.. At Arlington , he was a tri;
captain and , in his senior year* he was ' aGreater Boston League AU-Star and'was1
the reci pient of the prestigious Khiery
Award. Said Ed, "I playecYtfairly consist- Y
ently in high school, but I was never tfstiir.
At Taft , Ed continued to play hockey but
concentrated on acadernjes which would
enable
him to attend a quality college. '"
¦• ¦¦;' ¦ At
t Colby, Ofria 's playing has earned
mm the
respect of the fans arid his teammates, shown in the fact that he was elected this year 's MVP. Coach Mickey Goulet
has nothing but praise for Ed, stating, VHe
is consistent just about every game, he
jiwronc heck of .a hockey player; He's 'sone
of the top, players, on the team and I think
the rest of, the team realizes it;' It wasal- V
most a unanimous vote when he won MVP
• . Goulet said he doesn't think Ofria
has the greatest confidence in himself but
*
™a.Vtycc;heirealizes the talcnt he has;'^

ey phw*5»*SW#'W?^*^^
*'We should d^reallyAvell next year; there ;

seniors, Johnson, Carol Doherty, and LindaY:
Smith, will be sorely missed, They have al- "
ways inspired the young inexperienced players, teaching and encouraging them to give it
their best whenever they are on the ice. Without these three, the Colby Women's Hockey
Team could not have built the reputation that
it now has as one of the outstanding teams
- .
, -fin New England..
^ a super
Coach Ewell's first season^was
one as the Mules finished with a 13-4-1-record
record while holding a winning streak for_ ll
games and beating some fine dub teams. Reporting that experienced recruits are coming
in next year's freshman class, Ewell is optimi-stic for another winning season.

isn't any reason we can't be up there in the '
top four." .Everyone on the team, with the
exception of Bob Jackson and Tom Painchaud, will be returning next year so it is
expected that'the more experienced team
should be able to overcome some of this ,
year's prob^rns.SaidOfria .'U thirik we'll
get it together next year:1'
f/
[
"Of the increasing amounts of violence
fin hockey, Ed is'quite critical. Referring to
Colby's garrie this season against Bridgewater Staje, Ofria said ''there were penalties right and reft', all the fights got pretty
sickening. I didn't even feel like I was play-¦
ing hockcyy I felt like I was a gladiator in
the Romanj Coliseufn. . .ray parents were
there, arid I wanted them to leave. We beat
them 11-1 but I didn't feel¦;good about it.
.- y - Y, ' •Y :;-y y '
It was awful." r
In a recent issue j the ECHO sports
editor wrote a highly controversial editori-

al which caUed for irr
ey's coaching systeiri.^^
Commenfirig on the
editorial, OfrH reiterated his expectations1
for next year,-saying,"He has every right
to say what he didy we just haye. to get' more
of . a chance. I'm cbrifiderit 'thirigs wuTbe
•
better next .year. " Y " ; y ;;
For Ofria; things could beiriueh befter mext year, as he has recently tried put
for the United States National Team. Ify
he should irake.'.the squad , Ed would riot;
return to Colby for next season. Coach
Goulet said, "I hope he is herefbr the' ¦- '..
team's sake but I hope he isn't here .fdr his ;
his own sake," adding thati "I think he 's,
that quality (to make the NIatiorial tearii)."
. Whether he returns to Colby or riot,
Goulet sees a bright future for Ofira and Y
stated, "He's going to improve because,he's
got so much hockey sense. He's really; anA
intelligent player so he's just going to¦;get
.
better and tetter." Y - ¦yYyy ¦<¦ -'. ¦ ¦

Witih And Exp ej iej ^AS^- X
' :H : ] £er To I^m§^m(nt
:: A
by Gretchen Huebsch
, . ' The Colby Varsity Tennis team has
been carefully picked from the excellent talent on canipusi The 13 member team is a
good blend of 8 upperclasstnen and 5 freshmen, all with college vanity level talent.
Only sixjj iositionsare needed for
matches, and Coach Richard Taylor states,
v 'I am most impressed with the freshmen on
the teamt the lettermen will be hard p ressedv
to win a spot,'!
The experience bf the uppcrclassmen ,
and the talent of each individual player
should give this year's team a winning
record.-Thc only senior, Mark Thomas, ,
has played consistent tennis during the ,

pre^easohj ilayV The Junior cb-captairis ¦
are Andy Goode arid Bob Desmond. Other
players incl tide irinibrs Torh.Dailey and
Rick ClirieVsbphbrnbres Richard ;Dub e, !
John Sbrtori.Johh Kaufrnani and fresh; men Tory ^eigarid', Matt Lewis; Ed Davies,
^Kj aicWintess^Ecterl,Vari Dyck, - Y y ,,,,,
llrst;linatches send;the team away
¦jiY'tb:Y!^fThe
;Babsoh dnvThrirsdayarid MIT on Friday
next week, the season consists of. eight
away matches and four home matches for
s the Colby team. .' .. ,.
'
'.Watch the schedule carefully
for
'the tennis competition, The play should
be most enjoyable to watch on a spring
~*i
afternoon. ,
r
.
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Singlefamilyand Tenement Ho using on southwest end of Concourse (now Cottles and Zayre's).

A Map of the Concourse area before it became a shopping center

THE FORD GARAGE- one of the last buildings to be torn down, situated approximately in the middle of the Concourse.
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by Sue Erfa

Charles Street ran parallel to Main
Street from Appleton to Silver Street. Temple
Street intersected Charles Street running from
Main Street (Joe's Smoke Shop) through what
is now the center of the Concourse.' "The Project entailed the demolition
of 84- buildings, involving 20 acres of
property. Two legal suits against the URA
reached the Maine Supreme Court, the
Court ruled in favor of the URA both times.
One was filed by an individual landlord to
oppose seizure of property that consited of
tenement houses on Temple Court.(up on
the banking behind Cottle's and Zayres)
The second case involved the Central
Maine Power Company, assigning them the
responsibility of laying power fines beneath
the Concourse.
During the early sixties, there was a
great deal of conflict; for 'a while some felt
urban renewal would be an advantage, others
saw it as a threat to thriving businesses and
comfortable homes.
in "1973, Charles Street was officially
closed and it became the second Urban Renewal Project funded under the Federal
Better Communities.Act.

-

-

Try stretching the imagination for ¦
a moment and envision the Concourse as
much more than a massive slab of concrete..
-. Less than two decades ago there were
two main streets, Charles and Temple Streets
surrounded by side alleys and backyards of
private homes. Imagine an automobile
dealership in the middle of the Concourse,
a Congregational Church, department
stores , turn-rof-the -century homes and a
small parking lot sandwiched in between.
Dunham's and the Sentinel Building. That
was the Concourse, before Urban Renewal.
In the late 50's, many towns were in
the same predicament Waterville was facing,
with decliningretail sales, deteriorating
store front areas and merchants closing
•shops. In 1959, the town voted.tQ esjabfish an Urban Renewal Authority.
The first of four proj ects (the fourth
is still in progress) undertaken by the Authority was the Charles Street Urban Renewal
program. After 12 years of planning, relocating, demolishing and rebuilding, the
Concourse emerged.
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Acrossf r o m Dunham 's and Peter Webber.

There were stores, residences, arid they
FordGarage in the center of the'Charles Street
area. Whole rows of buildings were demo- ;
lished, including a long'-storefront area^^ between the Temple Street ; light and The Bank
of Maine on Main Street^The nbrtliwestern
end of the Concourse (Laisens; Yardgobd's
Centef , Dry Cleaners) was the site'bfthe old
Congregational Church, (now ori Eustis Parkway); acrossJtheitreet stood the old YMCA.
. Among the buildings in the Charles St
•Street area were turn of the century homes,_
of varying size arid condition. One stood near
the Silver Street entrance to the Concourse.
Originally a private home,,its entire front r.
facade was altered when the building became
the Silver Street Service Station. This business
did rrtbve, which is why Silver Street Service
is now found on Elm Street.
-• Another large private residence on the
corner of Elm and Saver Streets was converted to the Elm Street Variety Store. When his
building wias ear marked for Urban Renewal,
the owner chose not to reestablish because
he felt a more lucrativeposition could not be
found iirtown.
Y

Although the building of the Concourse
may have had little direct effect on the Colby
Student Community, it marked the disappearance of several ^ "institutions" near and dear
to' the hearts of many alumni, a generation
(or so) ago.,
v
.
Parks diner, at the corner of Appleton
and Main Streets, was open 24 hours a day,
with (allegedly) better cneeseburgers than .
McDonalds and donuts in the same league as
Dunkiri Donuts. (Onie's, near the Sentinel buil
ding, was another popular:Colby hangout until it closed in the early sixties. Those who
remember Onie's speak of Alice, the bartender, with a great deal of respect.
There was no live entertainment at
Onie's, but instead a juke box, plenty of beer
and peanuts. Tall glassware of pickled eggs
sat on the counter, and if peanuts and eggs
became monotonous, there was a bakery next
door.
When Onie's closed, Colby students
bought the tables heavily engraved by alumni.
It's rumored that the bar was bought by a
Colby fraternity, but its present location remains a mystery.
.

Storef r onts demolished along Main Street between Appleton and Temple-now Drive-In Bank
loop, Concourse entrance and parking ;

My sincere thanks to Mrs, Agatha
Fullam of the Waterville Historic Society,
Glenn Turner of THE SENTINEL , Earl
Smith , and1 Sid Farr for their tim e and
patience ,

A>i All photos courtesy of THE MORNING SE NTINEL
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The Boston Ballet
Comes To Wa ter ville
V

The Boston Ballet Company will be
appearing at the Waterville Opera Hou se
April 11 (matinee at 2 p.m., evening at
8 p.m.) and April 12 (evening at 8 p.m.).
The Company is one of the most respected
m the East , and they promise an exciting
program.
They will perform the Minkus Suite ,.
a lively classical piece, choreographed by
Ron Cunnin gham. Cunning ham drew his
material from Leon Minku s' full length
ballet , Paquita , to stage a piece that features five soloists as well as a corps. The
Minkus Suite includes a pas de deux and
a pas de trois.
Melody.m abstract romantic and ^ extremely lyrical pas de deux to Gluck' s
"Dance of the Blessed Spirits ", f rom Orpheus
and Euridyce is one of tne most spectacular
adagios ever seen. A ten foot long chiffon .
scarf serves to enhance the many lifts and
the airy quality that mark s this piece.
The romantic dance for two. Peas-

ant Pas de Deuxc is taken from the wetty
loved classic, Giselle^ with music: by Adolphe
Adam. It is followed by a piece contras ting
in mood, Incident at Blackf riar, based on
;Y
r
the story by William Sleator.
Also included in the Company 's program are : Hoedowii, a; highstepping square
dance to American folk music ; Poem , £' ~ : [
dance to Dylan Thomas' poem "Lament" ;iL'
which reflects on the five stages in the life
of a man; and the vas . de deux . f tom Prokofiev 's dramaticall y beautiful Cinderella. ^
Tickets for the performances will be
available on campus from April-2 to April
6, at $5 for students , $6 for general admission, and $7 for special reserved seating.
. The Company is also offering a Master
Class for Colby students on Apri l 12. Students interested should conta ct Tina Mitchell - Wentzel of the Dance department. Attendance is Urnited.

ANNOUNCEMENTS—
The Willia m Shakesp eare Co. of Camd en,
Maine is holding Open Auditions for the ;
coming Summer Season on March 24th
and 25th at the YMCA on Chestnut St., .
Camden from 10:00am to 4:00pm. All
applicants welcome. For further information '
¦' -- .

write :' .

¦.

The William Shakespeare Co.
P.O. Box 786
Camden, Mairie. 04843

' ' t

TnZSSTEt)
WANTED : WITTY , flamboyant , outrageous and rude -mouthed MC for th e .
Spring Carnival Gong Show. Interest ed? ?
Call Susan Whalen , (ext. 565) or Bob
Li iza (2^814) for more information.
Spring Carnival T-Shir t Design Contest 11 $25 prize for the best design. Theme
The Wiltl; Wild West ! Colby Cbllege Spring
Carnival 1979. Must be a single-color line"
drawing, to be printed on orange Tnhirt
DEADLIN E! April 4, 1979. Submit entries to the Student Activit ies Office,
f
Y
Rober ts Union. '
GET YOUR ACT TOGETHER for the
Spring Carnival Gong Show 1!! Free Spring y
Carnival T-shirts to all entrants! Sign-ups y
begin April 2 In th e Student Activities
Office. - ..

Y;

Sincerely,
(Ms) Sad hbh Neila n
.Business Direct or
!

' ' ' ' '

E lain e Bau ei> p j iKe Boston BaWtlnA'M^
y' "
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. The Colby Band presents its Spring
Concert on Thursday, March 22, at 7:30
p.m. in Given Auditorium, The concert
.i
should provide somet hing for all musical
tastes , includin g traditional Sousa arid nori- ./Y
Sousa marc hes, a rock numb er called "rockj S
E ncoun ter , ' featurin g freshman Bob Noyesy
on drums. The program contains Dowerfull ' ^
contemporar y pieces as well as a traditidhal - <r
overture; 'IRaymond /' or; ''The 0.ueen's V ,
Secret." The concer t will be a great way toy
celebra te the beginning of Spring Breafc -y ¦ Y
st op by Given Auditbriurivn ext Thursday
Y
'
i Y
night for some quality sound. " A ;!y>AAA-y
A The Middlebiir y ColIege:Activities y Yy
Board is sponsoring its Fifth Annual F blk ;Y
and Bluegrass Festiva l and Competition on i
April 27 & 20, 19 79:All folk and/or blue- ' :;Y
grass musicions are welcome, bu t the contest will be liniited to'the first 30 jperfor merst
tO iappl y. Ther will,be $600; inf prizes awarded
Deadline
for applica tionsiS 'AprlrSi ^- y >Y
¦
.. .; y, ; .;. ; . ' A Y . ' •;>• AA ^ aA A A v JAAA ^-- !. A ''A ;.
For^ complete^ informatibh cbhcernln jg
the Festival and for applications forms , wri te
to i' .yY Y? ' ' - '^ : ^'i: .^
;
A- Polk and ' Bluegrass ' Festlval ' .: ':' \' ' . ' ^- ' r Y.^ .' ;.>)
¦ 'AXB6x
£2540A: 'A:AA:r AA) AA- + A&:
Y YY;Y y" .
Y Midd lebury College Y
• Middlebury, Verjm pht ^p5753 !

. A demonstration of J apanese Flower
^ ^ of Harr iet Matth ews, "
, St
tceel sculpt urcs
of
Arrangemen
t will be presented by Yoshiko
at
art
Colby College, Y ; Ikemo to .Thurs.
^oc'a profes sor
Ma r. 22*at 7 pm, second
will be on view Mar. :liHhrough April 20 ^
;
floor
Roberts
^y *
;m die Trea t Galler y p^Bates College iri H'A.i
yLewistonY t . Y-\ Y y Y;- :AAAizAti¦¦¦ *.:¦ ,• Y Y ¦' ^f o
V.'^ftV-^?^^ ^ ^'P ^0^-*^ ;wjwiiia &'.iiraw irtM '-J ^*- - '!
;j n««dedf in the exhibitio n reflect the 'Mtist' sY*h] v , /•^A fte j ^s^ ^
.
;¦ jnterest m .archae ology.' arid 'are t he result of y?
;^
' her-Ewop jeanto p; !
y v yy a ^
EIfc>
¦ ¦
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,
Michael
York.
Richard
Burton
th
Taylor
i:
Yabe
YY , / P h o togra phs by. Kosti
Rubhoinaa , aY ^ arid observer of the Y ! ' Shakespeare 's hilarious coined y about *
:not ed photojournalist
''
! Maine scene, ar c' ; oh view through 'April 8 in ; {; : tne battle pt ;the sexes. 7. and; 9 •• 30 ri.m.
the Roberts Union Galler y of Colb y College; |/ "LipP;:;M
AAA", A native of Rbckport arid Rockland / y
Rubhamaa :became pro mincn t in the 19401s^,i
2at
: ': '¦ ¦ ¦ ¦
iarid 195 0>V working for Life; Black Star, HoliA k A
-. Films JcuxJni&dUs j ^^
7Y
\p:f A ^
• day arid National woswpWe/M gazin ^
YY ;^,;Y;His;eri tir« ^ prbfesslorial llfe^was devb ^ ^PA 'P ' AA a'a A ' ¦' •^ ^¦A ^A ^<
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Xa
Y t6essays>s^The Maine Schoolboy ^Win tery%:¦Symposium Lecture 'i "Freric h iYouth in ' the .¦> ;
,
on Mbnhegan Island ,^ and !The ; fta ine To.wn. :70's, by (Roger Gans ^
Meetin g Y A.A "\Wi f rW ^M
^<ff,?jS^}i /daily^newspaper , y,e71foiirfft; Given; Audito rium ,
,,
1 Y Y.i;Y..The; Colby , 'cxhibi
ti6h; -; Peopl c,arid M i?»:pm;Y:Y^fYY|Yi^^
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Farthing /' was selectcd by the Wider Avdila *V
ybilit y bt Mu seum Collections I'Mgjmimtioti A W
,
frbhi a larger presen t
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YAtairie Pho tb ^
^Y pbsiiirn Lectur eji . t'Terrorii jiri ;lrj German y,and -..;
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OneAct Festival Review

A Good Man Is ^

Photos by Tina Chen

|
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r| ^|
|| |iii|
Y^ ;Yy@;b^5ay'Z^

ilTJaJriheryJ)^
as "an ^author torigerittallyirinbcent oIAAAa
thebiy^but br^with ^
tions.'' These^prepc^
atic'fbr iribst ; readersrand;she
"That belief in Christ is to some a matter of .....
life: arid :death has beeri^a/ sturiibling block
forreaders^ho^w^^
matter of ^b;greatLcbrisequence.'!;Try as one•:/.
nughtYhbweverSitiis impossible :tbv ignore YY//
0'Connor,'sreugio/us -coinOTtnient. Again;is-S
and/again she^ptecof;th^
tion f/th e sd^arriics\bf faith arid of grace; ife;
consequent
her,"there^cQuid;beinoimddle^ound. Either
one is/wthlG^^
agairist Mrivis/to be^t6jsbme degree; res-v y;
porisible f^^heMhoiy^plence that canleA ;' .
knpw/'npjH mts;rtisYto-cc^donethe god ss
&nd^tumteiy,tpj^^ pone's own violent^ . *
her
":' ¦'•'"'
end5/AnH"th£]H^
rriost^part,
stories
• godlessYR^rt^tlgeradd;said:' of
that-"she/:gayi?to"the/gioidiessra fprceinproportioriate.tpthe fprce;it;a^
the
w&ld|ii^mifsel^
world-viewisibi^
Gds|^^Fronfc^;d^^bf John the Bap-

. Grandmother: If you would only pray
Jesus would help you...
Misfit:, That 's right.
Grandmother : Well then, why don 't vou
}
-pray?
Misfit: I don't want no help. I'm doing alright by myself.

(Dean Morrissey) ien6 ^
The Misfit
'A .. ¦ 'AAA A aM AA^ Good Ma^n islHard 'tb Find. "

Worster, Bailey and Platciyc in "The Feast. "

Green Eggs
And Ham
by Liz Sha c kfo rd

|,tist imtii now, the Kingdom of Heaven
suffereth. violence, and the violent bear it
away."
•Theviolent certainly bear it away in
A Good Man is Hard to Find. For the first
twenty minutes of Dave Surrette's faithful
stage adaptation of O'Connor's short Story,
a man , his wife, mother, arid two children
travel uneventfull y through.Georgia en route
fp.Florida; the tone is comic, satiric. They
take a detour at the grandmother 'sTrisistence
and
are come upon by ah escaped killer, The
f Misfit, and
his gang; from then ori, the terror builds steadily as the grandmother
. pleads for her life. She exhorts the killer
to pray:
-

Bob JonnTs produictioh of Green Eggs
ond Ham followed Tlieq Feast, It was the
type of play that you watch wishing that
you were on stage acting. The eight players
took turns telling and acting out the various scenes. Alone*or in a chorus they
interspersed dialogue .with music and song, y
The result was a fast-paced series tpf i UriUla-Y Y!
ly character skctches.^Bbb^Kinrieybecarhe;: ;AY
a bashful but deterimined elephant nariiidY/Ji-:!;)
Hortori whb ;sahc:while;sittihg bn ^ri:e#;'/yi;Y;;
Jeanne PpjaseK trembled!visibly when\coh-sr Y
fronted by an Invisible; pair of: etripty "green^;I'
pants and Ross Brenncn was-an insane / ,A'f f i
green 'eggs 'arid'harri fanatic named Sarii; A'-('H \
' Y> The; actors jrhimagcd '^
naintairi an extraordinarily high eiiergy y Y y
evel in this play; which; carried /the show. ::'a YY
Green>Eggs ond Ham wasj a/slick ,/competent^
productionr the Jrimin^iyas: pci^ect|;and;# •£;&•(.?
thcl'Mmbr;:jpiay^
it was a welcome break iri the middle' bf Yv/z ' -y-;
mid-terms,/YyY/^
fY-y ^ l^

The Feast
by Liz Shackford
The performers of two. humorous one
act plays last weekend demonstrated once
again the energy and resourcefulness of Colby
^student directors. DeAnn Lewis''production or
i The Feast and Bob John's direction of Green
[Eggs and Ham varied in overall strength of
1 production, but both were imaginatively presented.
i
The Feast , written by Daniel'Wright^ is
'Jthe story of an old man (Dave Worster; who
[¦creates fantasy "feasts" to break up the moi' notony of his lunch breaks. A rebellious
i 'young man (Joe Piatczyc), joins him one day,
. providing an excuse' for a huge Bacchanalean
/revel. After imaginary formal preliminaries a
Muse is invoked. Appearing in the person of
Blue Jeans, (Cheri Bailey) she brings wine and
song (in this case wine and cello). Blue Jeans
provides her cherubic services until a
whistle blows, signaling-the end of the
hour. All outward manifestations of the
incident disappear , the Old Man leaves .
'as suddenly as he appeared ; the young man
¦is left to wonder at what he has j ust.wit" nessed.
, t One of the niajor difficulties in 'orieJSLfeii S *? need for full character dev' elopment in such a limited amount oLL'nire.
': In this play Piatczyc conjured up the image
of a disgruntled,, dissatisfied youth. At
.

This is the ultimate conceit, the ultimate obscenity-the belief that man can make
it without God , that God is dead . To believe
that God is dead is to believe that everything
is permitted;
Face to face with the godless, the_
grandmother tries to hide behind God. But
her last minute profession of faith can 't save
her. Her religious life has been too casual in
the past to have the necessary force when
most needed. Religion is not something that
can be turned off and on. Faith demands
the whole person, the whole time. As The
Misfit says of the grandmother after having
shot her, " She would have been a good
woman if there'd've been someone there to
shoot her every minute of her life."
, t haven't Scratched the surface of this
deceptively simple story, and try as I might ,
I could never answer all-the questions it
raises. In O'Connor's words, There always
has to be left over that sense of rnystery
which cannot be accounted for by any human formula."
Editor 's apologiesto the

cast of Under Milkwood. The reviewwill appear in the next issue
of the Colby ECH O, Thurs., April12.
. > • *. '
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/ times he seemed overly abrasive arid 'beTjugerent. He accomplished a shift iri riiood
at the enbTconvihcingiythough, becoming
less rebellious as he saw the power of his
own imagination.
Dave Worster was more comfortable ,
with his character from the beginning. He
convincingly communicated the Old Man 's
' determination and advanced age, as well
as his wonderful everyday monotony. Worster also has a flair for comedy and delivered his lines with the assurance of stand- up comedian.
Bailey did well in her role , although
she had a "tendency to speak indistinctly.
• However, she played the bored cherjib',
to perfection.
The staging of this play was simple
but effecti ve. Overall the play was enter'raining, if slightly unpolished.
.
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Exquisite All-Cotton Blouses
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& Skirts from India
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Sterling Jewelry from
Around the World
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8 Curiosities from Everywhere
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The Admissions Office/would like all .
Colby students to know that the second ari-,
nual Spring Welcome Weekend program (for
the truly outstanding potential members of
next year's freshman class) will be held from Thursday, April 19 thru Saturday noon; April
21. Any students who are willing and able to
help -1 need overnight hosts, guides to show the students to their rooms, drivers to pick
rfie students up at the Airport and the bus
terminal - please come by the Admissions office at your earliest convenience and talk with
Alison. Many thanks.

Holy Week Worship Services
Apnl 8-15
Palm Sunday- Lorimer Chapel 11 am
Jim Lowe '80 student preacher
Maundy Thursday- Rose Chapel 7pm
Communion Service

Governor Joseph E. Brerinan today
announced plans for an 11-week State
Government Internship Program begin- 1ning June 4, 1979. The program will be
open to Maine residents between the ages
of 18 and 21 who are high school gradu:
ates or college students. The program will
provide 40 young men and women with
- an opportunity to participate in state
government service and to receive college
7"
credit for their experience. "
The Bureau of Public Administration
at the University of Maine at Orono has
been designated by the Governor to^ administer this program. The internship
program will be tundedby the Corripre- .
hensive Employment Training Act. Allj of
the interns will receive a weekly salary
of $130. Those interested in the program
should apply at .their local CETA office
before April 16, 1979.

Easter Sunday- Sunrise Service 7:30am
•Rose Chapel- Communion Service
Worship Service- Lorimer Chapel 11 am
Sermon by Chaplain Thorwaldsen
The Room Draw Committee has been
meeting since October to draw up the procedure for room selection for 1979-80. Stud
ents should note that in order to be eligible
to paticipate in room draw a $100.00 room
deposit must be paid to the Business Office
by April 4, 1979.

Crib notes should be submitted
to the Echo office by Monday night.

Yin years past the Colby Oracle,
which is subsidized by the Student Association, was given away or sold for a token fee. _
Inflation has reared its ugly head in the pub-,
lishing industry and as a result, there have . •
been two major increases in publicatipn' Yr
cost during the last three years. The total
cost for the 1978 Oracle was approximately,
$12,000 for 1000 bpoksf or about $12 a
copy.To offset tb/eseexpemesj there will Y
be a charge of $7 pw copy for all,non¦
seniors (class of '78). If you buy a 1978' : ¦¦¦
yearbook,for an extra $2 you can have a ,.
T-shirt until they^ lastyThese books jnay be
purchased through the Student Activities y-Y
Office, in Roberts Union, beginning March '

Ann/Johnson, a nutrioriist fromYI ?;
the University of Maine at Orono will show
a film and speak on nutrition (including
vegetarian alternatives) on April 11at 7pm
in Dana Lounge. The title of the lecture
will be "Eat Your Way ta Better Health".
Interested in losing weight? Join
us, the Better Your Own Body loss support
group! We're meeting at Foss Dining HalT
for dinner, 5:45 pm Thurs. March 22!
Wanted: Bikers, Hikers, Cancers,' People
who like the outdoors. Be a COOT leader!
COOT needs studehtieaders for this fall's
freshman orientation trips.
Applications at Roberts Desk NOW.
Due April 4.
Apply now!
*

. Fpr future editions of the Oracle,
orders will be taken with a deposit in advance so that the size of the next edition can
be exactly determined. In addition nonseniors will have to bear the full cost of
the book-$12 for the 1979 Oracle. The Y
deadlinefor return of subscriptions is April *
20 in the Student Activities office. Copies '
will be available only by advance order.

¦<

The Colby Rugby Club would like to
apologize for the delay in getting rugby Tsnirts ready. They are now in and we ask
thosej vhb have ordered a shirt to pick it
upfrom Gary Devoe, Woodman 27, X510.
If T-shirts are unclaimed after April 6, they
wiU beisbld to someone else. Again, we
aplolgize for the delay. Any questions call
Gary Deyoe, XfflO, J C;v
'

A "Student Ptiiriary Emergency Care-;

Service"(SPECS) has been/established on ¦'

the Colby campm. Anyone who is sick or ''
injured or is a witness to such.a situation y
and needs assistance should call the infirYrriary at.,extensiori 231 or call the emergency extension 347. After you call the
health center a student EMT or an ambulance will be dispatched to your location ,,
as the nurse deems hecessiary.;YY^-«YY:

Richard Nill of UMO will present a lecture "Wood Burning Furnaces" Thurs. Mar. 22
at 4 pm. 218 Mudd. Refreshments served-all
welcome to attend.
/Y YSUMMERJOBplans? Don't forget the"
resourcesin Lovejoy110. Thereisalaige fileof
internship programs and summer job oppor./YYY/ / : - .: . ; YY
tunities.1 :

Keep Red Cross

The EC HO will not be printed
on March 29 pr\Apr }} 5 due to spring
break. The next issue of the ECHO Y
will appear/on A pr il 12. y

ready
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He was in his twenties.
So was she ,
'
Both were Catholic, unmarried ,
. , prayerful, creative.
Both ca red about people
and cared for them.
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read these
^signals
ofcancer...

Week of April 16
• / / Students may take proficiency testsin certain physical education activities
during the week/of-April 16th. This is the second timethese have been offered this
year. The standard 7for passing is that which would -be achieved at the completion of
an advanced class in physical education. A semester credit in physical education is
granted for each successful test. To register, call the physical education office secretary
at ext. 227 by April 13. Pre-registration is necessary. If you have an academic"conflict,
arrarigenVnts.must be made prior to the examination date with'the instructor.

1
. Change in bowel or
bladder habits,
8*A core that does not
heal,
O, Unusual bleeding or
discharge. ¦
4»Thlokeniiig on lump
in breast or elsewhere.
8< Indigestion or difficulty in.ffwallowing,
, 6»Obviouschange in
• war
t or mole.
¦ 7»Naggiiig cough or
hoarseness.'. , .

"No one ever asked me'/
y they said.

Y

If youwont
Yoliproljablyhave
the Sth.

How come he never thought
of the priesthood?
How come she never thought
of being a nun?

Is this your story?
* No one ever asked you?
Well ,we're asking.
¦
.-

PhysEd Proficiency Tests

d SPlrtif'

>>WXmf

MKmkmmSxA'-

¦¦ . .¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ • i
.

Sport

>

»

Archery
Badminton ¦ ¦¦
../

Freshman basketball
• court

Golf

"Fieldhouse lobby

'¦ "

¦¦
¦
¦
Address ¦ ¦ •-

'.

;
_u

/ ' '

ZIP
City ______-l_~___ State __^
¦
' ' " • ¦ • '. ¦' • ' ' . -.
' - " Y Y / " ' /' • - ' ' ? - . i
VOCATIONS COMMITTEE/SUPREME COUNCIL

*k

KHIGHTS of COLUmBUS It ¦

'
:
; :,: ; : : '
Y Now'H oven; CT 06W7Y/ ' YY 'Y/Y' Y;: ^ ' Y '

' ¦ ¦' •

1:00

Riding

iJbulins Hillside Stabjes

Call for appointment - fee

Squash

Squash courts

April 17, Tues.

1:00

April 19, Thtirs.

7:00

Pool (if you have your
• W.S.I, certificate, take
it at this time)

Tennis'

Indoor courts

.'42 Dunn Street Oakland, Maine 04903

^

¦
' ' - ¦¦ ¦ - —

2:45

April 16, Mon.

AJEWEST AND MOST COMPLETE
SPORTING GOODS STORE IN TEL 416-3121
,-- '
^^i;;.;:|CEWpAL MAIME
y tyedMln ij nPersonal Service {DM
¦

, April 17, Tues.

,

Squash courts

-^
B^V«nDISTRIDUTORS& MANUFACTURERS
'
aWhtoJI

3:00

Racquetbal

Msp mtitig goods inc.

¦'

April 16, Mon.

1:00

D Diocesan Priests
.? Religious Priests
D Bro thers
? Nuns
D Lay Ministries
. : /.Name

12:45

April 19, Thurs.

s ~ 30

Please send information on:

April 17, Tues.

Squash courts

Swimming

---

Time

Handball
r

American Conoer J3ootoiy

. Date '

Place
East end of fieldhouse ,

i

8(A
fear of cancer that
can1 preventyou from y y ,
detecting bancer 'at:aii;.
¦:'' early ' Btaje; A:stage .v -YY
, when It to highly cur- , .
...a bte,EveijioneiB afraid,, :
«of canoef, but
todon't let v
it soai^s 3rou death. .
t

$50 REWARD: for information leading:
to the returri/bf . missing; Roberts Union furniture, and ideiinifica^
pbnsible for the thefts. Contact: Deans' Of
fic'e; Student Juthciiary meriibers, Campus .
Security, or the StudentArtivities bfficeY

—

—

T»°JXw¦——
^\*a

m,

April 16, Mon.

^^
\

3:30

PIZZA SUPPLY CO.

s

.610 Kenned y Memorial Dr,
Waterville - 873.5911

10% off a t ( !

Pizza or Sandwhlch wlth Co(by I.D.

Career Watch

wo
(^IMgmte cross rd

J UNIORS. The Law Workshop scheduled for last Thursday will be TODAY at
3:30 in the Board Room , 3rd floor , Eustis.
Be sure to attend! - If you will be unable to
make it for any reason , contact Dean Rose
' ,
at Ext. 3.76.
Just Arrived ! "International Directory
of INTERNSHIPS" sponsored by the UN.
Internshi ps cover all fields, are geared to
help you understand other countries , and
ate dedicated to the overall phil osophies
of the UN. Stop in and take a look! Par- /
ticiilarl y good tor your interests in forei gn //
relations or international affairs.

46
fixe
ACROSS
47 Emulated.Andretti
1 Sewing machine '
49 Sea bi rd
• part
50 —— synephrine
¦
6 Wheat variety
51 Threatened •11 Smal l bed
53 Triangle side
13 Ornamental shrub
" (Dickens
54 "A
14 . Author of "The
)
novel
Necklace " (2 wds.) -57 Edict city •
17 Record playe r pa rt
58 Powder bag ,
ro ll "
18
59 Hinder '
19— Schwarz ,
60
Evil glance s
'

0\REERS IN LCS A>K5EI ^-anew y
career section of the Los AngelesTimes is now
available in Lovejoy 110.

20
22
23
24
26

. . . .. . FRESHMEN - When choosing a major,
faculty members in departments whichinterest
you can help with your decisions. Some of the
counselorswho/can help with specificpro fessional
fields are:

-\ :^^ fi^^
.^^^^ ¦flfiflk

- ^BBHbB ^..- '-" .Y^j^fc. '- BVvvBWA.! ^b1bW&Y

1
2

27 Income statement
item
28 Menu i tem

© Edwa rd ,Julius , 1978

Law-Professors Rose, Median, Hauss or A
Mavrinac
Medicine & Dentistr y-Professors Terry, Bennett
Maier or Afctz
Engtoeerii ^-Pr ofessor Metz
Business-Profe ssor W.. ZukowsM or other members of me Administrative Sdence Department.

9
B

-famous toy sto re
Exploi t s
Greek . si te
Boy servant
Regions
Bio- ^—

3

30 Ambitious one
32 Donna or Rex
34 Z 'eus 's wife
35 Netherlan ds city
38 Meal
42 Dust and mud
43 Basebal l hall-ofArisen
famer,

Collegiate CW78-19

FRESHMEN - Have you considered a
combined major? or an interdepartmental major?
(This is not the sameas a double major). You
night look at page 19 of the catalog and talk
to faculty, in departments which interest you,
about the possibilities.'

45 Fight

4
5
6

7

8
9
10
12
13

14 Loosel y woven
cotton
15 Cit y i n upst ate
New York •
16 Balle ri na ' s assets
21 Toot hed
23 Protec t ive wall
25 Prophets
27 Messa ges
29 Elect ric
31 Par t of MPH
33 Pou rs
.
35 -— seek
36 S pac es between vein s
37 Tro pical bi rd
DOWN
39 Artist' s wo rkshop
'
E ncou rages (2 wds'Y ) ' 40 Ka rl Ma ide n TV
series , for short
Remuneration
41 Icema n ' s need
hat
42 Fo rce
Cordoba cheers
44 Texas r iver
Madagascar monkey
47 All ude
Bridge sections48 Ca r-window item
City on the
51 Speck of dus t
Arno
52 Sky ' Masterso n ' s
Stammering sounds
¦'
'
"
„
game
.._
.
Folia ge
^
depend
55
Suffix
for
Scarlet — —
wr
itten
56 Most common
Anklebone
word
Lik e Charo
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Who Really Pays T
Colby students were resp onsible for approximatel y $80,000 of damage and
t hef t on campus last year , including $15 ,000, wor th of stolen library books. In a period
when tuition is rising almost ten perc ent a year , this has/ 'got t o be one of die last things
that we need.
/
,
,
„
.,
.;
.
The irresponsible acts of a few students are raising each Colby undergraduate
tuition about $50 a year. Must everyone suffer because someone else "borrowed a sofa
_
•
or smashed a light?
Presiden t Strider and his administration have worked to build a modern campus. A renova ted Roberts , a new infirmar y, and an exceptional science center have made
Colby a better place for us all; Dorm staff , securi ty, and: "night crawlers " certainl y hel p
curb vandalism. The new Student J udicia ry Policy and the decision to localize : paymen ts
for destruction should benefit our community as well.
Take a good, hard look at the first floor back hall in Dana and ask yourself ,
"Wha t do students reall y come to Colby for anyway? " If you have complain t s abou t
rising costs and abused furniture (as most of us do) , how abou t some ' constructive energy t o help remed y th e situa tion?
If the few who abuse Colb y are unwilling to mend their ways,-let s see what
us
can do to make Colby a better place to live and stud y. If you see peop le
the rest of
taking a couch, don 't ignore them , do something about it. and call security or repor t
t hem t o t he Dean's Office. Talk the issue over with your friends , and make them aware
of the fact that we are all paying for the foolish acts of others.

For Art 's Sa ke!
Photo-by Cathie Marqusee

The idea of an alumni art exhibition this spring is ah excellent one. The show should
be an event to look forward to. It is especiall y int eres ting for students to see what graduates
are doing, and a show of professional ar tists should be one of .high quali ty.
There isjust one problem. According to the annou ncement ot the show in the Alumnus , J ette Professor of Art J ames Car penter saysj "We hope to have as complete a representation as possible of artists now practicin g professionall y. In spite of this state ment , the announcemen t continue s: "Incl uded will be drawings , ipnn ts, pain ting} sculpturing, weavin g
and cwamics. Ph otographs will not be shown. "
// Y '
„. T
— y
The ECHO objects to the decision to exclude photos from the show. Obviousl y, ithe
exhibit will not be a complet e represen tation' of alumni work if professional photographers . •
such as Craig Stevens *69 are to be excluded . The message seems to be that somehow , pho to
graphs are not considered as " proper ar t " in comparison with other , more tradi t ional media
for expression. In a college tha t considers itself innovative , it is unfor tunate that the Art
Depar tment cannot acknowled ge¦ the invention of the camera and its possibilities for creative work. .
;/: .' . : ~y - • YY
' . ¦ • . ,- - ',- YyY :'Y YYY ' / Y ,
We think that the Art Department and alumni involved in this exhibition should
open it to photogra phers. Surely their artistic efforts are as valid as those currentl y included in tne exhibition.

¦Echoes From The Past May tO , 1939
, ....Near East English politics has a
better face. News reports say that Britain
.will anno unce plans for an Arab King dom.
This is the logical answer to the developing '
Arab national spirit. An Arab king will
rule approxima t ely 100,000,000 square miles
formea oy the union of Syria , Palestine and
Trans- J ordania. Bri tain , France , and Turikey \yill guaran tee-the independence of the y
¦
:new/king doirii..:. '''Y vY ¦ ¦: ' ; ,. ¦/ y . 1 'A .\ Aa a
.i.iLast'week thre ie world important AA
figures asked the' .' people of the world to :
take sto ck of the present situation and tr yYr
to settle their differences amicably. Pope
f
'
Pius XII appealed to the religious iristitutions ^ The Duke of Windsor asked the . ;
' citizens of all countries to .ask their leaders
ior peace. Tueday j Secretary of State , Cordell Hull , urged that the governments of all •
coun tries gat her around a conference t able
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A proposal t o make t wo floors of
Foss-Woodman co-ed next year was approved by consensus at a Foss-Woodman
dorm meet ing last ni ght. The proposal allows for men and worne h/tb live m neigh- ;;
boring roomsi with separate but comp- . A/;
. arable bathrpom /facUities.: ¦ ;i V/:^ : / ,
y Y'¦ ¦' yThei ptbj ppsal./MaU :be^rwarded tb Y
: the Dean of; Students; President Strider , :
and/ul timately tbjthe Student Affairs/Com
iriittee pf the Board of [Trustees. Final , ap-" '
tly after Spnng
pro yal may be, possible shor
R ecess, when the Board meets/Stu-A president Mike Boysori , a member of the Stu-/;
dent Aifwrs Comm ittee - said the prop osal
had excellent chan ces of passingY / / Y;.,
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prepared t o "sacrifice " their privileges for
the peace of the world

Melise '.Maggioni , Lisa Ober ,

\

J oel Carroll , J ohn Eginton, Christy Gauss , Laura Gockel , Emily Lindermann ,
Greg Milts , J ason PeUetier , Kate Sidnwn , Nancy Perry, Vic Vesnaver ,
» , y'
Typists:
\
Dorcas Benner , Carol Birch ,, Leslie Dodds , Ca t hy Fiske, Linda Freche tte , Paule tt c
/ Lynch , Lynn Ploof , Chris tine Veilleux
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To .the Editor:

'

. .

.

The elections are now behind us, I am
sure to the delight of most Colby Students,
and the newly elected Stu-A and cjass officers must get down to the business at hand.
As the new Academic Life Chairperson I
will be dealing with a multitude of academic policy matters, which will affect us all.
As" a student representative to the Educational Policy Committee, it is my job,
along with the four other student repre- _ t
sentatives, to' assure that the student body s
views and ideas are not only heard but
seriou sly considered before academic
policy changes are made. This student
input is an absolute necessity if we are to "
insure that any change in educational policy actually reflects the student view point.
The purpose of this letter, then, is
to get student input concerning academic
policy. I need to know what the student
body's views are concerning educational
policy fro m Jan Plan to area requirements, '
m short on all educational,policy/
I aril in the process of forming a com- '
mittee to deal with academic policy. If you
would like to help with this committee or in
some other capacity please get in contact
with me. I would also appreciate your cooperation in the future when various surveys and polls will be sent out to get an idea
of how the students feel concerning differ- ent .matters.
I look forward to my term as Academic Life Chairperson as being one of great
potential, challenges, and hopefully one
of positive/resultsas far as academic policy
decisions are conceimedi'For these extiectar
tions,to come:' true there must be 'student /'
input ; .
-Y / " ' "*'¦
/ Sincerely, . '• ¦-. Y Jay H. Otis /•'/ . . ' . -Y Y. ..YY
y- .Y' ;- ./ ..AcadeimcXife'. Chairp'eispn -

I think that what all this comesdown to
is a failure on the part of certain individualsto
show even the most basicrespectfor those vtfip
work behind the counter at thePub. The siM
partis, all of the incidents mentioned above,
in addition to more "extra-curricular"activity,
occurred last Saturday night, March 17th.
After four and a half non-stop hours of that .
insanity, I took home a grand total of $12.50,
mduding tips. For what turns out to be less '
than minimumwage, the pub worker takes a
hdl of a lot-of crap. Afterseven monthsof
nights like that, I asked myselfif it was worth
it, and decided it wasn't.
'
So, I'm askingyou to showsome consideration for tliepersonbehind the counter at
the Pub, although it won't be me. Don't forget
you goto school with these people, and you
see diem every day. It probably won't hurt
- ..
the serviceyou get, either.
Sincerely,
Steven Kirstein

nique employed.It is the artist s/ psychplpgical attitude toward the process of creation alone^hat signifies the artistic validity
of the act"that produces the "work "of art. '
Cbomaraswariiy has clarified this point :y
Art is nothirig tangible. We .cannot call a
painting"art". As the words artifact and
artificial' imply, the thing made is a work of
art, made by art, but not itself art; the art
remains in the artist and is the knowledge
by which things are made. What is made
according to art is correct; what one makes
as one likes may very well be awkward. We
must not confuse taste with judgement, or
loveliness with beauty,for as Augustine says,
some, people like deformities."
' If you want to have a j iainting show,
fine have a painting Show. If you wish to
show sculpture , fine, show sculpture , but if
you want to have an art sho^, then please
have an art show that is as open and understanding as art should be ana as innovative,
\Wth it and forward thinking as you pretend
to be, for to place editorial structures on
art is truly pretentious..Please reconsider
your dictum. .
. ': . A

Dear Professor Carpenter:
It was with great excitement that I
read the call in the recent Colby Alumnus
for working professional artists to submit
their work for an alumni exhibit to be hung
this Spring and Summer. The reason for
my excitement is because I am in fact a
working professional artist, am an alumnus
of Colby ('69) , have a Masters of Arts degree
from Fairfield University in Visual Communication, A Master or Fine Arts degree
from Ohio University.haye received a grant
from the National Endowihent for-the
Arts,
aniameriiber- of Maine Outrrach ¦rJie;public
education wing of Maine State Commission
: on the arts, and am a card carrying member
of the Union of Maine VisualArtists and
the College Aft Association. I also happen
to be a photographerY
¦
' Much to my dismay I read" that paintings; prints, drawings, sculptures, ceramics,
and weaving would be.accepted ryet photographs would not. To say that I am blistering
right
now would be a gross understatement.
To the .Colby Population: ' . . . .. . .
,- After iany number of pages that document
\ •
Colby's role in the fprefrorit of educational
:, There are several advantages, t b / ./
Y
innovation you purport to sponsor a show
Sincerely,
^
life in the Colby .Cbmriiunityi
some of , /
of aluriini artwork and yet intentionally
which/ you may or may( not be aware.Y
Craig Stevens
edit put the medium that in the 'past 141
Rock
bnVof them, whether you realize it or " --'
port Me. 04856
years has changed inexorably man 's percephot; is the presence of a gathering place
tion of himself and the World-It is an edi- Y
on. campus such as the Pub. yy/
YY
torial jud gement;that'is aesthetically/
inept
1
the Pub is a place whereyou can Y
and ilIrcbnceiyed'..'.';YY :Y.Y'' /..''Y- - - ' ; :-;AllLetters must be signed and submitted
go get. something tb eat or/a/few beers or
y ; ;It isjritefesting^at the announcement
evening.Names will be withheld up Monday
by
whatevecj without leaving the ericapsula-:
should come /when it does , for just this
ECHO reserves the right to short
The
on
request.
ted serenity of Mayflowe r Hilli For some
¦en any letter. If we receive several letters cancerst ^?k;lYy?s contacted by/Deari Henry... '
P*
of us, it is also a/ place where ybu can work
: ning one topic 6f interest, we may print only a
Lin of the/GJbiiege'of Fine Artsi Ohio Univafew hours a week/arid make a few/bucks/
representativeletter. : .
ersity.
It
seems
they're,
holding
an
invit'
without je opardizing your immense Colby
atibnaTshow'.bf aluriini artists from all media
worWoad.Y : , ;-.; /y/v.; . ;;Y^Y^ . -.'/' YY' " '-.'Y .YYy .
and have/invited three alumni artists from / ,/
" Working at the Pub is not ah easy
each ; discipline to;show their work; Painters,
job, but it/can be a wty fulfpiigpne.;;Y ;
photographers^priritrriakers
, sculptors, and
Fj>r me, it is a way to, meet the many and
potters will all be shbwri under one roof bevaried people at (Colby as wdl a's a way to
cause they are all artists and they, all make
make some mpney (it also kecte me out
art.
of trouble on Saturday nights!); /;' .- ,YY
But working at the Pub can alsb bey . / O n e .of the printhnakers who will be hanging . . - .
'^* one of his most interesting suites of prints
a huge pain in the ass. This occurs when
Y.'. '"- ' was a collabprative effort wth anbtlier "
people forget spriie basic facts;''A AA
-,: ' - "-;'\i^Tne.Tub,.israj .pHvilege7nbt ''a^ rigiit;' i Y artist named Lee Friedlander;(he miost
Regardless/bf what you riiayidoiat horne, A yrecently receivedi liis third or fourth Gugstanding on the/bar pr on the tables, or , . » ,
That suite v ,
brealdng,beer bottles, or, throwing giasses' " A : ^nheim jrrflnt , I've lost countM
that:were!est-/
relationships
'dealt.with'
the
arburid is rieither';funriy/nor amusing. To .
be refused service/pr even to be rerhoved y 1 ablishcd between Friedlander's photographs
and dry porit etchings by Dine; Never riiind
by.Securitybecause of such activity '. isi' a'/ , •'.'.'
blessingjdt some bars downtown;:you!dYY/ i ¦' theirbd^
be'putting your teeth:iri a jar at) night for ' :/• ', -on tlie same/'sheet <of papen Go.d help us, imthe rest of , your ,lifcYY Y/YyY-Y / /; 'Y •V-^' y * ,Y " agine the aesthetic cbntamiriation. Ypu krtow/y
2. The people who wprk at the Pub
something, though; Professor , it Nvprked. Someare, by arid large, studerits just like ybiirr ; thing special happened when those two sen- .
selves./When you yell arid swear ,at us and ./¦"," . sibilities met, but imagine, we could new^
slant empty beer bottles bri. the bar becdust , j t : sec that in dri aluriini art show at Colby.
?
ypu' wereivtse'ryed/vvhenJt^^
,/
;
/
Anyone
can
make
marks
on
d
piece
.
yYY of paper. with a pencil; anyone cari; put YY y
wWm, rry)to'dM
^ paint on' a pipec of-canvas, driyorie.can chip •
receivedthe same treatJ^t.fWese^ybuhut,,; AA
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restaurant or bar aiiywhdty-f ' ^;1 take picture with arcarnera , anyone can put
y, vvords on paper but not everyone will write
elseyou wdq be cxp^
Europednd facreos^
• Y poetry. The poetic response to'life is irri"service charge"pf simdar proportionsis irria^ Y / portant and whether it is manifested in a
Xyaddedpn to the'bill'; Some stucl^
poem , painting or photograph is incon- ,
generousin this regard, but me majority haveYY '.'.. -/•, seqi\ential, what matters is that it be ex*
not:;Even j fybu dph't tipeye^/iinie,if sbrnt^; Y i : ,'/, i pressed..Consider these words by Jose Arone goesout of tiieirwayto pretocsometliingi 'i;Y//guclles from h is book ', Tlie Transfor mative,
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To the Colby Community:
At this time Twouid like to thank
the Colby Community for helping to make
the Pre-Freshman Weekend for Minority
Students a success. From the comments
made by visiting students, they felt a sense
of belonging, friendliness, and warmth, which
helped tb strengthen the idea that Colby is a
place where educational; social, and personal
growth can occur.
I would especially like to thank the following people for their extra help:
The Faculty and Staff of Colby College,
Pat Chasse, Chris Noonan, Buildings and
Grounds, Paul O'Connor and Food Services,
the Radio Station, and all of the hosting students.
Again, thanks.
Sincerely, - . ' . " '
Sherman A. Rosser, Jr.
Assistant to the Dean of
Admissions
To the Editor.:
1 would like to thank the fans .who
supported the Women's Basketball team
in its tournament game against USM, and
for the support generated the entire year.
It was a tremendous game, and while we
lost, no one who saw the game would call
the Colby Women anything but "winners."
.. . ... And, whether you attend our games
or not, I hope that the students and faculty of Colby at least have an opportunity
to know who the Women's Basketball
players are at Colby. Vour lives will be
enriched for having known them, and isn't
that what Colby is all about? Thanks, Jan,
Mary, Sarah, and Amy • we'll miss you.
Gene B. DeLorenzo
Colby Women's Basketball

Ti^

For Hbsen gren And Meye r;

" Have Watson .Will Travel
by Margaret Saunders
Although many seniors are currently .
caught up in agonizing throes over what tb/ /
do next year, senior Eric Rosengren and January graduate Joe Meyer are fortunate e: nougn to know exactly what they'll be up to.
The two were recently named .as reci?ients of Watson Fellowships. As Watson
ellows, Meyer and Rosengren will each receive a grant of $8,000 to spend a year traveling arid gathering informatibn for projects they designed themselves.Rosengren
will examine the Australian experience in
deregulated trucking, while Mever will check
ilito government sponsored migrationJn
Indonesia and Malaysia.
Meyer plans on visiting Indonesia to
study transnugration patterns of people .
there, which he will then compare with resettlement programs currently underway in
Malaysia. According to Meyer, "Indonesia is
a really interesting place. Alot/of people here
in this countrv don't realize this, but Indonesia is as big as the U.S.,.only It 's an ar.chipelego, a group of islands... It's also the _
fifth most populous country in the world."
Meyer notes that the basic problem
with Indonesia is that parts of it are extremely densely populated. "For^ example,
Jave, one of the most important Indonesian
islands, is about one third the size of California. Yet, because of the vital cities located
on it, the island is inhabited by 70 million
people." Countless people migrating to the
principal citiesin search of jobs have created
a tremendous problem with overcrowding.
"According to Rosengren, -The
unionization issue is especially noter
worthy, as Australia has many problems in trying to organize unions.
People would rather work for themselves than make more money by.
workin g for someone else m a union.

Unlike the U.S., the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council of Australia
struck down these regulations as unconstitutional in 1954. According to Rosengren, "This eliminated the excessive interstate taxes and entry restrictions on the
trucking industry and stimulated the growth
of the kind of efficient transportation system
necessary for the developrhent of a coun.. try with a widely distributed population
and a huge geographic area. "
" 'There are many Chinese liv-

ing in Malaysia , an d they tend to be

very rich and own a. lot of the country's
business / Meyer said. 'On the other
hand , the . native population , theWalays, are living at a subsistence level..; ' "

EricRosengren
While at Colby, Meyer majored in_
East Asian Studies and Government. His
interest in Eastern affairs sterns from the
sixties, when he was "really affected by the
Vietnam War. "I found myself wondering
what it was.all about. After an introduce
tory government course in East Asian afto study
fairs, I was hooked/' Meyer began
Japanese, arid then went abroad : to Japan
for a/year. The experience, he feels, "was
fantastic. But I realized that there was so .
much more to Asia than Japan. Fiftyr
five percent of the world s population
comes from Asia, and we know so little
abo.ut these people."
After studying Japanese relations with
other South East Asian countries while in
Japan, Meyer returned to Colby determined
to follow up this course of study. Last year
he worked tor his congressman in Washing- '
ton during Jan Plan, and "burned the midnight oil'rat the Library of Congress researching a paper for professor Hogendorn
on East Asian countries. .

. To combat the severe imbalance in
population distribution, the Indonesian
government has established communities
in outer islands and rural areas and is relocating people in there regions. Meyer .
feels that "this is a very interesting under- .
taking, but, unfortunately, the government
doesrPt really have the resources or the -¦
skilled people to be able fo fully manage
the operation."
. Malaysia is faced with severe racial
Y . " 'Under the present truckin g
conflict, due to an extensive mixture of
system , all rates are regulated , so that
'different raceswithin the population arid
any request for a price hike or reducgross economic disparities between these
tion means going to the Public Utilipeople: "There are many Chinese living in
ties Commission. Well , this Com misMalaysia, and they tend to be very rich and . si on has always been a 'rubber stamp'
own plot of the country's businesses;" Meyer for raising prices/ R osengren said. "
[explains. "On the odiCT fianH^ the native '
population, the Malays, are living at a sub¦
¦
!
ji .
. - A. ¦ ¦
Y .
sistence level, just barely scraping along."
This situation nas lead to violence in reMeyer hopes to study Bahasa Indonesia/
cent years, forcing the government to take
the Lingua Franca of these two
Malaysia,
a stand in resettling other areas of the counat Berkely this summer. By Aucountries,
trjrvin an effort to Integrate the population ¦ ' gust, he will
leave for Asia. Eventually, he
"
Y , y hopes his background and practical expermore successfully.
ience in Asian studies will develop into a job
at UNESCO or other UN-related organization
"Meyer feels, 'I t is essential for
. ¦
Rosengren will spend next year iri Auspeo p le in t his coun t ry t o unders t and
tralia, the only major industrialized nation to
the difficul ties involved in developderegulate the trucking iridustry before 1968.
ment and modernization. " '
He became interested m the subject of government regulation of transportation economics
vyhen he took Industrial Organization and Regulated
Industries during his jsophomorc year.
Meyer will make several trips between?,
As
a junior , the economics maj or deIndomsia and Malaysia, to see how each Y
cided
to
intern
with the Antitrust Division of
country and its people are handling these
the Attorney General's Office in Maine. "I
phenomena, ana to compare his findings.:
was assigned to investigate violations of anti"In effect, I will be looking at a microcosm
xing, on the part
of all problems a country faces in the tho- i trust laws in terms of price/fi
explains
Rosengren.
trucking
industry."
of
the
dernization process," says Meyer. He is / ,
He adds, "in the process, I becaime convinced (
very interested in U.S. relations with the Y;,
that the trucking industry in Maine had to .;.• .
Third World and the specific hardships de- {
deregulated totally;'.' He was'hired on a part
veloping countriesexperience. Vlthink'ij fcViY,,; be
time
basis by the Attorney General's Office to
essential for people in this country, to un#|
continue
his investigatibris, arid with a grant , .
;
y
derstandthe difficulties involved In de-^
from
the
Criminal J ustice .Planning and
velopment and modernization ," Meyer coin- "AssistanceMaine
Agency,
he was able to complete y
.
rncnts. "This Watson fellowshi p should
art
extensive
amount
of research on the Y
give me the ideal opportunity to do this;"
puckirig'industry.

Rosengren plans on dividing his time in
in Australia itetweeri Sydney, Melbourne, aridCanberra. The bulk of- the country's popti
latipn, as well^as the highly developed
;Y -trucking industry, are : located a/round these
urban areas. If time arid money perriiit;/he - will yisit other areas of the country as well.;
~ Y: Eventually, Rosengren hopes his efforts
will result in the publication of an article dealing with his research into deregulation/ He
is . particularly interested in "a comparative .
study of the structiure bf jhe_ industry in Ai,[

Joe Meyer .; " ' '¦:» , Y// . U.S., and in 'Australia; including an ? /
The result of Rosengren's work is a . the
examination
of prices, effects of pricing, ;
135 page survey, "A Study of the Maine
effects
of
the
system oh labor unions; The
Intrastate Trucking./IndustryV, written in
collaboration with the Assistant Attorney ; unionization issue is> especially noteworthy, v
General. A direct result "bf this study will be as Australia has many - problems in trying ; Y
to organize unions. People would rather ?- ' •''
a proposal submitted; by Governor Brennan
to the legislature this term on deregulating ; work for themselves than riiake more y?
' money by working for sorheone' else in' a ' >
the trucking industry in Maihe. According
^ present system,
union." He points but- that this' is one Y
to Rosengren, "Under the
reason why the unions are against dcrajall rates are regulated, so that any request
,
;
for a price hike or reduction means going • ; . ulation m/the/ U.S;.'Y/ .';YY///^Y'//YYY 'Y</ y; Rbsengren/ will -leave for Australia iri. i A
to the Public Utilities/Commission. Well, /.
or;early July. He is looking for-y Al
late
Junie
this Commission has always been a, 'rubber
ware! to ;the experience of a riew, arid difstamp' for raising prices. 'Y
ferent culture.';He/ realizes that "the U.S. . ¦
The effect of elimiridtirig economic
are alike in ;riiany ways,. but < ' ',
regulations, Rosengren says, would be mani- and Australia
'
'
'
then
.
again
;
they're
also quite/different/cul- Y
fold. "First of all, prices Would go down a
•turally.
Soj
even
when/
looking/into the y
;
>
lot. There would be .mprc competition within the industry, and anyone could enter the •trucking system in that /country, ypu .have : •
to take the'different cultures
market. In contrdst tb the situation tpday,
small firms without^ unions would have, y, But even taking into corisideratibri ,these , / : /
factors, it just might make' sense for the/
/
the advantage, and there would,be.more
Y'^y';jv .-,Y.'/ -/ :'/
';dereMate.:riationally^V
vu.
'
.
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,
non-union labor in the /industry.',' The//'/" •
!
,l ' .'S.vtb
¦
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¦
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/¦Bbth/ Meyerpdnd / Rosengrerii/werei-4'/:Y^y
only requirements 'that remairiing would
:
quick
to ripte/that /their; eff prts^towards/aYxY
/
he those designed for safety protection, ,
¦' With this detailed? bacltgronnd in "
Watson/fellowshi
pi- weregreatly aidisd -by ;A,
/
professors Bassett and Harris.; Sdys Rbsen^iYY
the American trucking experience, Rosengreri.VWe. really appreciate dllvthe/tirhe •tlipy/'r
gren will work towards comprehension:,of '
^
put;into this on our,;acc6urit; I think/thc%'?i;
the complexities of' Australia'
s trucking sys- • reason
; Colby is able to; land jt^o felbwr
tem. Both countries imposed/hcdyV 'reKula^^ v
ttoris. on emerging, truckirig!industries in a ships Jeyc^/ year -' a^ighly^
the . 30Y;as they rbegdn to compete with
her,; very few: other schobw 'win tlildt/rriariy ^/ ¦
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